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Abstract

of the research in this thesis was to
determlne by all means available the magnetic domain
strueture of synthetic single crystal hematlte and any
other related propeftieS. the magnetiC domain StfuCtUre
was determined by the magnetite col,l-oid technique. Ïdea1Ly,
it was IB0o slab-type structure with the walls paralle1
to the basal plane. Magnetoelastic interactions with
strain causing crystal- defects produced distortions from
this in the bulk erysta} strueture to rnaze-like or
cylindríeal lBOo domains with parallel axes in the basal
p1-ane which changed direction if magnetoelastic interactions demanded it. ln thin sections, the magnetoelastic
effect caused the appearance of a two phase domain st.ructure
. of ,þ - ISOo wal1s where p varied. fhe plane of these
wall-s was paral.lel to basal pl-ane easy direction and at
The airn

to the basal p1ane. A l8oo strueture could disappear
abruptly or more generall-y by these 2p walls. MagnetoeLastic interaetions .with regular lattice distortions
caused by the growth structure appeared to stabilize a
-260

narrow strip domain pattern of zþ walls in bulk (ffo)
surfaces.

the magnetlc domain observations also allowed the
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Morin transitlon process to be observed. A colloid wal-l
formed at the boundary between the antlferromagnetic-

transition always
oecurred by a proeess of adjacent (ffO) growth layers
going through the transitíon in succession as temperature
varied. The transition temperature range was consistent
with bulk measurements and was found to be caused by a

weakly ferromagnetlc phases. The

non-uniform doping which also followed the growth structure.
fhe shift was al-so related to difference of dopant ionic

size from the Fe ionlc size. Domain behaviour in this
proeess appeared to be nothing more than a response to a
changing boundary of the ferromagnetic phase. The domain
strueture generally showed a little or no changes in the
process

Mössbauer, magnetometer and crysta3- physical property

further support to the
for the donain and transition behaviour,

measurenents gave

rnodels proposed

consistent with magnetoelastíc anleotropy
were developed whích explained the domain walIs. Donain
waLl energles were- caleulated to be -4-13xL o-z"rgt/.rz
WaIl- nodels

whlch agreed with domain observations.
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Introduction

Hematiter or a-FerOy which is readily obtainable in
large single crystals from nature, has a very weak magnet-

ization at

room temperature. Thus,

in the past considerable

,.,..,r

researeh, has been devoted to the magnetic properties of
hematite. This wasr ro doubt, stimulated by the research

of Morinl and of Shull et aLZ. In ]rglo, Morin observed
that hematite underwent a transition, now carled the Morin
transition, where the susceptibitity rapidJ-y inereased
with temperature, The Morin transition temperature T, has
now been measured to be \¡-10 C for very pure synthetic
single crystal hematite, Then in L95L, shutr et a} determined
that hematite existed in what appeared to be two different
antiferromagnetic states above and belorv the transition.
In the next few years various researchers. attempted to
explain the weak moment in terms of crystal d.efects, impurities
' and even a net moment generated in antiferronagnetie domain
walIs. Finally, DzialoshinskiiS produced. the now aceepted
thermodynamic argument which showed that in the one antiferromagnetic state. it was possible for the sublattice spins
to be slightly canted towards eaeh other without lowering
the magnetic syrnmetry. The quantum mechanical basis of this
canting was subsequently given by Moriy"tu
a spin-orbit

"=
effect in the super-exchange interaction. Continued interest
in hematite up to the present time has mainly been concerned
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with

measurement and expÌanation

of effects related to

magnetocrystalllne anlsotropy and nagnetostrlction.
slnce hematlte has an ordered ferromagnetic component'
although very weak, a domain structure courd be expected

,,,,,.,,',,,,,,,,,,,,

:: :, : ..,:,.

to exist. This was indeed shown to be the ease by Blackman
et aL5 and william et al6 and has now been welr estabrished
by the contlnued work by various researchers?-ll .under
M, Braerrrnan. Also, it has been eetabrished that the domain
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etructure disappeara in a characteristie fashion at the
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Morin transltlon,

since we have a suppry of, and could grow, J.arge highl.y
perfectrlz pr"" and, d.oped, crystars of henatite by a method
establlehed by P.J. Besserl3 it was felt that we rnight be
able to eontribute towards further explanation of the domain

structure of hematite. Therefore, it is the purpose of
thls thesls, to put for-vrard aLr the results of a research
program into the donain structure in henatite.
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JI.
A. The Maqnetie Free Energy
Domain structures in ferromagnetic materials are a
mechanism by whieh the magnetic free energy can be minimized.
Therefore, to explain domai-n structures a knowledge of the

:,.:,,. ,.t,

that can contribute to the magneti_c free energy
1s necessary. The magnetic free energy can be
"*p"".""d14
FT=FH+Fn*F"+FK+F6*Fo
(1)
where Fn is the free energy due to an applied magnetic field ,
FD the self energy due to uncompensated pores, FK the
magneiocrystalline anisotropy energy, Fc the magnetostrictive
energy'Fethe exchange energy and Fo the energy du.e to any
mechani-sms

,,.,',.,,', ,.,r.,':

i

.

othermagneticinteractionsre]-evanttothemateria].sueh
as crystatline imperfections. Thus, this expression is
completel.y general- and can be applied to any magnetical-ly
ordered material

is

if the form of all the magnetic interactions

knov¿n.

The energy due
t-

to an applied field H is

Fr'
II = - I m.Hdv
J_and the self magnetostatic energy is

(z)

.r
¡'D=-þfm.H'dv
(¡)
J
where m is the magnetization and Ho is the serf field due
to

uncompensatecl

FD = +Dmz

poles. For a uniformly magnetized ellipsoid
(4)

where D is a geometrica] factor depending on the shape of

the ellipsoid rerative to the crirection of magnetization

,
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and

of

ls relatively

to calcu1at".I4 However, calculation
energles for other than ellipsoid shaped

easy

demagnetization

specinens becomes verlr complicated and laborlous and usually

lnvolves approxlnations.
The renalnder of the terms ln equation (1), lgnorlng
Fo, generally depend on crXrstal and nagnetic synmetry.

',',',.,'

,

lherefore, a dlecussion of the crystal structure of hematite

,,.,,

:.::-.:.'

ls approprlate at thle polnt,

:'-

Henatite has a trigonal structure wlth
R3c as determined by Pauling et a115 and later refined by
- 't$ [he structure can be represented either by
B1akeeta1.*"lhestructurecanberepresentedeitherby
space group

-.

"1:

i

a rhonbohedral or a hexagonal Iattice. The rhombohedral
eell is illustrated in Fig. 1. The structure may be
descrlbed as a slightly distorted hexagonal close packed
strueture of oxygen atoms with Z/3 of the' octahedral
interstices contalning lron atons. The lro¡ atoms are so
arranged such that, along any hexagonal axie, everlr third
lnterstice is enpty. lherefore, the lattice repeats itself
after every slx layers of oxygen atome.

origln of ordering ln nagnetie systerns
is the exehange interactlon.l? lhie interaetion arlses
between nelghbouring magnetle ions becauee of the effect of
the PauLl Excluslon Principle and tlie indlstinguishability
of electrons when the outerrnost electron orbltals of the
two ions overlap. This generally results ln the ions having
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Figure l-.
Rhombohedral

unit cell of hematite. The relative

direction of the spins and the coordinate system
to v¿hich they rryiIl always be referred. are indicated
on the unit celI.
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parallel spin configurations as the rowest energy state.
This interaction energy between the spins of the ions
summed over the whore crystal can be represented, assuming
only nearest neighbour interactions and isotropy of the
exchange interaction as
Fe - _ZJ.IËi .r,
(5)
J" = O

is the

exchange

integral and Si the

sum

of the unpaired

1,

,r,:,i-tj_ ¡:,.--;

r,'.,.',,,,:,,:

spins on the ion.

interaction may also oecur via an intermediate non-magnetic ion sueh as.oxygen as in the case of
hematite. This interaction is now calred superexchange and
the quantum mechanical formalism has been developed by
The exchange

AndersonlT. For eases where superexchange is appreciable
the direct exchange is negligibre since the magnetic i_ons
are too widely separated. Therefore, in hematite, appreciabre
overlap oecurs between the p erectron states of the o-- ion
and the outer d electron states

of the F"*** ion. rn the
0-- ground state the two p electrons are antiparalrel.
Therefore, if the d erectron states on two magnetie ions
have appreciable overrap with the same o-- ion, the spins
have an antiparallel eonfiguration as the lowest energy state.
since the p state is dunbbell shaped this interaction is
appreeiable only if the Fe-0-Fe bond are appreciably different
from 90o. Acóording to Gilleol8, for each Fe ion, there
are nine appreciable interactions in hematite. Thus, the
magnetic moments of the iron ions are orientated

l:.1 . ::.-.

.
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in two antiparallel sublattices formed by alternate layers
of ions parallel to the basal plane ((fff) plane in
rhombohedral representation
Phenomenalogically

).

this interaetion

in the molecular field approximationl&
À

*r.u,

may be represented

by

(6)

the subl-attice magnetizations anA À is
the exchange constant. Then ÀVi., represents the molecular
-lfield of one sublattiee acting on the other. There is no
evidence to suggest that there is anything but a negligible
exchange interaction between spins of the same sublattice,
In some basically antiferromagnetic materials with
sufficiently low symmetry, such as hematite, Dzialoshinskii
showed by a thermodynamic argument that it was possible
for the sublattices to cant towards each other without lowering
the symmetry of the magnetic state. ff the thermodynamic
potential of a magnetie state is expanded in terms of spin
variables, then under the rnagnetic symmetry group for the
antiferromagnetic axis in the basal prane, terms of the form
where U.1 and U2 are

1*t5-1"m*

si and the cartesian coordinate system to
which a}l caleurations wilr be referued are illustrated
The spin veetors

,

l
I

Q)

are allowed. The vector I = (t*rl'rlr)
= Ël * Êe - E3 - S4
defines the antiferronagnetic spin axj-s and the vector
g = (m*,nr,m") = ÊI + SZ * 93 + 54 is the net magnetic moment.

:i

t.'Ìî:'..;<

l'.;
l,';1:":t

I
unit cerr in Flg, 1. The interactlon
ean be expresaed in the morecurar field approximation by
on the rhonbohedrar

Ð.(Yrrxg,e)

(B)

Ð is the Dziaroshinskii canting vector parallel to
the [rrr] axls.
lrhe r¡icroseopic origin of this interaction was form-

where

ulated by Morlya4 who extended, the formau.sn of Ander"orrl?
to include spin-orbit effects in the superexchange interaction. Thls readb to an anisotropic ter^m whose form is
exactry slrnilar to that of the moleeular fierd approximatLon,
Thusr the totar exchange energy in henatlte can be expressed,
for the antiferromagnetic axis in the basal planer âs
Fe =Àgt.Sz + Ð .(MrWz) =),¡¡2"
where 0 t" the canting angle and.

osz| + .Ð ¡'tr2sinz| ( 9)

lgrl=l$e I = * is the sublattlce nagnetization. Mininlzing F" with respect to e
gives the
angle as

"."ä"fi

( ro)
eÐ =ãF'=-fr
where H" is the exchange field and Hg is the canting flerd.
For pure heuratlte, resonance experirnerrt"l9t20 gi.r" var-ues
of Ð m -2.2x!o& o" and from susceptrbi]-ity measurem ents2Ltà2
Àfu-tO? 0e. [hus, the cantirg angJ.e is 0g- I.]-x1O-3
radians. the spontaneous monent n = 0.Ð , from static
neasurements23'24 n." values -2.0 emu/ec. A val-ue of lvl = gg0
zto,t

emu/ce obtained by Mössbauer technique¡ 2t+

gives a value of n

::
i :.:I.:

r..::::::
1....J:r..-.

:,.j

9

-2.I smu/ee which agrees with the static

measurements.

Phenomenologicall,y, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy

energy E¡
lt can be express"dZo

"=

= Krsin?'O + K2s in40 + ris in60 + KJs in60 "o=6þ (I1)
where 0 is the angle the antiferromagnetic axis makes with
FK

the z axis and d t" the angle the projection of the antiferromagnetic axis in the x-y plane makes with the x axis. The
first three terms are the uniaxia1 components and the last
term is the three fold basal plane anisotropy. Microscopic
origins for these anisotropies come from two main =or"""=25'?6,
the magnetic dipolar anisotropy and the single ion anisotropy
due to spin-orbit effects. Ne5çlecting the contributions to
the]fo1dbasa1p}aneanisotropythecontributionofthe
magnetic dipolar anisotropy was calculated to have an
effective field. value H¡\4¡-104o" at absolute zero which
favours the antifemomagnetic axis parallel to the trigonal
axis. However, the uniaxial contribution from the single
ion anisotropy favours the basal prane orientation of the
antj-ferromagnetic axis. It is the competition between these
two anisotropies which produce the Morin transition. Thu.s,
7t the Morin transition the effective field value of the
uniaxial part of the single ion anisotropy Hr, = -HV'O
and therefore, in the neighbourhood of the transition
HSf-[HmOl. tire effective uniaxial anisotropy field above is

:::..

l::: : :-::';r
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Hsl-lqrl.

spln flop data2o t*, = Hsl-lt*l = ,r,
at OoK. therefore, iF the tenperature range of interest
between the Morin transitlon and room temperature,
0=HKI=-1000 0e gives a vaLue for K1 - MHKI in the range
o to 1oó ergs/c^3.
the basal plane anisotropy fleld has been measured by
microwave reEon*rr""20'27 to have an effective fleld value
then

From

0e

-L.I to 1.8x10-2 oe. Therefore, the value of K3 = þ
is -0.5 to 1.0
"rg"/c^3.
In general every magnetie state lnduced or spontaneous
is aeconpanled by an anisotropic defomatlon of the crystal
called nagnetostrictlon. llhis deformation will exhlblt
as the erystal space group. linear nagnetostriction ls the deformation induced by an applied nagnetie
fleld. In hematite, it was observed and measured by Anderson
et aI28 for the purely antlferronagnetS,c state in henatite.
Piezomagnetism, the inverse of linear nagnetostrlction has
been dlscussed and also observed by varlous researchers.29
However, the effeet that is lmportant to the dornaln propertles

the

same s¡rmmetry

ls the spontaneous nagnetostriction

associated wtth the

direction of the antiferronâgnetlc axLe. The spontaneous
magnetostrlction can be found by mlnimlzlng the sum of the

elastic energy and the nagnetoelastic energy. the resulting
equilibriun strain deforrnation ls the spontaneous magneto-

:: :i

l

11

strietion. The elastic and magnetoelastic coupling coefficients are fourth order polar tensors and the energies
associated with them are27,30 respectively
Ee =

åcrr"lx +

crzexxeyy + cr3"**êzz

.,
+ åc1tefo
+

cL3"yy"r,

t Ìclfexxeyz

(lz)

zcLu"yy"y,
i: ::.r:..r':.:

+ tc rr"?,

+ zc44eyi)
+ ?c++.î'

*

zcLf.*r"y,

+ ( crr cp)

ef;u

and

Er" =

BlzTl"ru
* BttTî'uu
"vTî"**
"nT?"**

+

* B*T?"v, (rl)
"tuTi"y,

* rrT?" r,
B

srotTv/r"** -

Br+t

TvTruvv

+

844

+ Bu+T*Tr.*,

*

TyTr,y,
ZB+IT*Tr"*y

+ zBil+T*Tv"*, * e(Brr - Blz) nTu"*u

' '
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where Ci

j,

Bi

j, "i j and Ti are the elastic constants, the

magnetoerastic coupling constants, the straj.ns and the
direction cosines of the antj.ferromagnetie axis respectively.
Then by forming

þ

ò"i j

(8"v * E*")
= O, a set of equations is
¡'|¡v

the equilibrium strains can be found.
Assuming the spin axis is constrained to the basar plane
then the solutions to the equilibrium stra t"ns}? , after
correcting them3o to give the exaet solution, .arer
exx=c.r(nr,+etr) + ecrre.,+ ttttttt-trr,ttr
e12)] cosz$
obtaj.ned from which

,lrjjßn+

M

rrlcos

z

lc++{c'

- crz) -

,rrlf

(14)

zrS

cr.(er, + nrr) + (cr, + crr)¡r, = K
cll(clr+ cv) -zct|,

"zz

NsinzS

'xy
êxz

- rrrll

+ Ncosz@

M-

'vv

ctz)

inZþ = f,=i.rzÉ

=
+

fcaatcr,

- cv)

- zct?n]

t'eoslþ
"y^ =
Physi.cally thi.s deformation can be interpretea?T as consisting
of three partsr firstly, a uniform deformation independent
of the antiferromagnetic axis direction, secondly, a

..r:'.:.'
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contraction along the antiferromagnetic axis and an equar
elongation in the basal plane perpendicular to it, and

thirdly, a tilt of the trigonal axis towards the basal
plane. The tilt arises from the
and êxz strains and
"y,
.22 êxz *
since
constant the tilt will be eonstant
"y, =
However, the *rr* will rotate through twice the angre in the
opposite direction to a antiferromagnetic axis rotation and
for the antiferromagnetic axis along the x axis the tilt
will be in the y-z plane.
A more general form for the spontaneous magnetostriction30
along an arbitrary direetion, given by the direction cosines
C[x, dy, C(2, is
À ó=

@1+ crfr*r'

- tr? + eú -

q?, -Tþ

'.î) l+ Ç(f;*O - T?) + 4CXxGv(NT*T' * uT*7,)
+ 4C[xCXy6T"f" +

+

vT*Tr)

.

,,,,,,,,,,,.,,:,:
,::,r,,,.

l,,rr,.,r,.1,.'lr
i:-:

,

^TrT4

(rS)

,,..

zdvc.,l"rfi út + * T, T"J

,,,,.

l :' :: .:.'.

using the elastic ionstants measured uy voigt3r the values
of K, L, M, N, U and V were measured to be 2.5 ! LM,
-8.5 1 L2%, 5.6 ! L0%, -:,.4 ! LO%,14 t z0% and, lto !40% x

respectively. The values estimated by Tasaki et at30
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the

measurements

of urquhart et ar32 are in reasonable agree-

with these values.
The contribution to the free energy from magnetoer-astic
coupling is
ment

4ú =Ee*Er"

,::.::..::..

':"::"::':

'

(16)

validity of this equation in the form derived is open
'a
to questionrr
especialJ-y if applied
to the case of non-uniform
strains in magnetie materials.
Any other contributions to the magnetic free energy such
as defects may be Íncluded. in Fo. However, contributions
The

t'' ',.,

¡ì.,i.':rtt
i,:-,,,.:,,,,;,:,
l '::::':r

from defects generally, cannot be expressed analytically and
hence can only be dealt with qualitatively.

I

l
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B. Principles of Domain Formation.
suppose that the applied field is zero and that
contributions to Fo can be ignored for a single crystal then
the free energy of the erystal can be expressed as
Fr=FD*F"+qú*Ft<
(L7)
where the analytic forms for eaoh terrn are as previously
discussed. clearly the terms Fe, Fo, and Fo are a minimum
for a uniform magnetization. The only term that benefits
from a non-uniform magnetization is the magnetostatic self
..,
energy due to uncompensated poIes. Thusr âilr non-uniformity
in the magnetization, in ord.er to red.uce free pole energy,

necessarily increases F", F6 and Fn. Therefore, non-uniform

i

,

i

.

,

:
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distributions of m are solutions for the minimization of Fr.
The equati-on for the free energy cân ¡e converted into a
differential equation satisfying certain boundary conditions.
continuous sorutions for m = m(r) can then be obtained
exactly from these differentiar equations for very special
cases of geometry only and no magnetoelastic and magnetocrystalline anisotropies. rn general however, sorutions
will only be obtained by resorting to approximate nethods.
These forms of sorutions are the fierd of micromagetics3S.
However, a special approximation, which has wide
varidity experi-mentally, is the domain-wall approximation.
A domain wa}l is a narrow transition layer between two
regions each with uniform magnetS.zation but in different
direetions. Micromagnetics indicate that there exist an
infinite set of sorutions for r.eîo energy domain wall configurations. Thus, criteria for the applieability of the
d.omain waIl approximation is a domain wall of low energy
eompared to magnetostatic energy and small width compared
to domains or regions of uniform E. The domaín regions in
turn must be small compared to dimensions of erystal.
The domain wa]I approximation has now effectively
reduced the probrem to the sorution of two one dimensional_
problems. Firstry, the probrem is the minimization of the
free energy of a domain waIl under a physicarry intuitive
lr:

.:.

r1''.i.1-a.+ :: i

i ¡i-¡,:?:4<.:'
i-: r:l l,ìi''.;
1..
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model and seeondry a minimizati,on

of the sum of the magnetostatic energy and total domain walr energy again under some
physically intuitive moder of domain wal_l distribution.
The first experimental evidence for domain walls was
given by Bitte r34. A successful model for these walls was
first put forward by Bloch
rn thls modeI, the ferromagnetic moment m slowly rotates across the wall under the
condition that div m = o. This impries that the component
of ! perpendicular to the wall remain constant. A second
model was predicted by f{6ef36 for thin films. In sufficiently
thin films the free pole energy of the domain wall at the
crystal surface is no ronger negligible and it is more favourable for div rn to be a maximum, thus, elirninating the
uncompensated poles from the surfaee of the thin fihn. rn
bulk crystals the Bloeh moder is generalry the more applicable,
however, the condition div m = 0 may have to be reraxed in
some cases because of special crystar anisotropies or
imperfections. But for bulk crystals the tendency wirL be
for div g to be a minimum since the walr thickness wilr in
general be much smaller than either of its other two dimensions.
rt has been found using these walr models and rather
simple moders of domain structure. (for example¡ the stripe
and checkerboard models of KittelJT and tne honeycomb model
of Kaczer et
"t3B) ttrat reasonable agreement ean be obtained

i'i'..:::!..,.',
i- : 1. .l::
l:_:.j:.i
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wi.th the actual domain structure observations.
There are two main techniques of cal_culating the energy
of a plane domain wal] depending on the rigour desired. The
first simpler but l-ess rigorous technique is to assume a

wall of width ô..,U to assume the rate of change of
direction of the magnetization across the wall- is constant.
under this approximation each term in the free energy can
then be dealt with separately and each wilr result in some
function of ó. The domain wal1 energy can then be minimized
with respect to ó.
The contribution of the u*"h"r,g" energy can be dealt
with either from a microscopic approach or morecul-ar field
approximation approach. since the terms in the exchange are
usually measured in terms of the molecular field approximation
then it wil-l be convenient to perform the calculation this
way. The exchange is given by equation (9). which is more
complicated than the normal exchange in ferromagnets.
However, the eanting interaction wirl produce no free energy
contribution due to the walI and hence the d.ornain wa1l free
domain

. 1lL
energy Is-'

f" =^[ [cvarl' + ( Vob )2 * (Vcxllz ]0,,

where A =gluzaz and C[i are the

(ra¡

direetion cosines of the

zatïon relative to an appropriately chosen coordinate
system. The constant a is the distance between successive

magneti
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l-ayers of nagnetic atoms. The neglect of the canting interaction can be verified by the forrowing simple argument.

the two subr-attice moments are rotated toward.s each
other a small angre tp in tne basal plane from their
equi1ibriumconfigurat1on,thentheinereaseinfreeenergy
is
suppose

Àm2"o,

120ø:01

+åwt2sin

e0Ðre

)

,ì*u2"o=e

ee-

,.r,,,,1,,,,,
:

t

wrzsinzïg
(

t,

'',

t9)

r:.:-::::;
i

This reduces simply to-$rntzQz on repla cingÐMz by z¡y?ïø
according to equation (tO¡. This argument could be generalized

i:;:r'

-.- ,

toinc1udeanarbitraryrotationofthesub1atticemoments.
consequentry the canting term can be ignored and the domain
waI1freeenergycanbeca1eu1atedassumingaperfeet1yantiferromagnetic arrangement with molecular field approximation

free energy of ÀMr.Uz.
The contribution to the wall energy of the magneto-I .
crystalline anisotropy FK = FK (¡ 0À ,Ó)
is given by
rK =/[uo r0 ,Ql - F¡ç(domain) ur
(zo¡
]
ïn generarr the domains wÍll have magnetization directions
giving F6(domain) = O. Thís expression assumes that adjaeent
domains have the same magnetocrystalline free energy.
îhe expression for the magnetoelastic free energy of
the domain walI is exactry anarogous to equation (zo¡. The

I
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in carculating the magnetostrictive free
energy is that there is no ehange in the state of strain
across the domain wall. lhus, the expresslon for the
usual assumption

nagnetostrlctive free energy

* f [,'" ( T*, Ty, Trl - Er"(aomarn) ] av (er)
=

te* contributlng to the free energy is
the nagnetostatic self energy. rf the warl satlsfies
V* - 0 then this tern ls negllgible ln bulk crystals since
unconpensated poles produced by the wall will occur only at
the intersection of the donain walr with the boundary of
the crystal. rf however V.r / 0 then there wirr be uncompensated poles throughout the walI. rn this caÉ,e lt is
neeessarSr then to eaLcurate this contribution which iE
given by equation (3) and where H is obtained fron
divE=-4tdlvm
(zz)
for an lnflnlte plane wa1l.
The second method of findlng the domain walr energy
is essentially a refinement of the first urethod, Ingtead
of aesuning boundarrr eondltlone for the warl, the free
energy of the wall is ninimized by naking the integrand of
the expression for the domain warr free energy,
rw = fe + fK * fc + fgr satlsfy Euler3s equat5.ons. For the
most general warl nodel the nagnetization n wirl depend on
the polar coordlnates ê rÓ relative to a z axis perpendicurar
The remalning

:
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to the domain warl. lhe solution to Euler's equations then
glves the funetional form for e ana
Q which can be substitued
back into the lntegrands and the integrals evaluated. The
sorution to this problem resurts in a reglon of infinte
width over which the direction of magnetization changes,
but the effectlve wldth of the wall wiLl still be smalr.
consequentlyr there is a certaln arbj.trariness in assigning
the waII width.
IVaII models, such as BLoch and N6eL wal_Is, requlre
only one of the varlabl-es e , þ to specify the change in

dlrection of the magnetization. rn fact, the author is not
aware of any derivations other than those where onry one
varÍabLe Ís required. Probably such a derivation would be
quite difficult to solve because of coupred Eurer equations,
For the Bloch wall, where e ís constant the problem is
retratively sinpl-e if the nagnetostriction can be neglected

or reduced to the same fo¡.m as the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. Then the energy of the waII is given 6114'42

'" =[:[o "r"'rl@, * FK,ø,] .,
which gives Eulerts equation as

zt
9gr(Ö)
'
dÞ

srn20

&=
d.zz

o

(23)
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the boundary conditions Ó= ltTT
z - too the solution
"t
to Eulerrs equation is

From

Fr(ó)

(zs)
çJ t

A =i"zeld# = r'r'
LE J
Substitution into equation (Zl) gives

\

(zø¡

"

^For the 1B0o Broch
war-} in a uniaxial
energy is

f erromagnet the wall

fw = 41r¡ffi
Solving equation (Z+¡ gives

" =ff

rog tan @

(za¡

Therefore, the wall width is ehosen to

sinee approximately
this width.

'ìi:r:'.'1j"i

(27)

ö=o!*

be

(2e)
?5%

of

tine change

:

"

'?ú sinBlunrØ
. nî-.-¡..r*åuØ
A
r* = |rÖ-]
)-ó
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in S t"t"" plaee in

K^"r""43 and Farztdinov44 both give general treatments
of domain walls in hematite under the assumption that
nagnetostriction can be ignored and that the moment is
constrained to the basal plane. The warl models considered
are illustrated i-n Fig. 2, wall_s paraller to the basal
plane can be treated very easily by the method given by
equations (zl) to (26¡. The watls perpendicular to the basal

lr'ii . : :i'i'

,ri1
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Figure 2.
Domain and donain walL models according

to

Kaczer

Farztdinov. For a cylindrical specimenr with axis
perpendicul-ar to the basal plane, the folLowing domain
wall configurations are illustratedr (a), (b) and (c)
êhow 60o, I2Oo and 1B0o waLLs parallel to (fff) plane
respectively and (d), (e) and (f) show 60or I20o and
LSOo walls perpendicular to (fff) plane respectively.
The nagnetocrystal,ltne anisotropy is assuned to be
non-negligible ln the basal plane and effectively
infinite out of the basal plane.
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plane lead to rvarls with div

m

/ o. The domain width of

wall is easy to ealculate folrowing the methods of
K^.r.r45. However, the wal-l energy diverges now because of
the magnetostatic energy for an infinite plane waIr.
Physically this would not occur since the walrs are of
finite size. However, using a technique deveroped
"u."1i"*46
Kaczer obtains warl energies given in Table f. Atso, given
in Tabre r are the domain wall energies and magnetostatic
energies for alI the configurations illustrated in Fig. 2.
The wall energies are in agreement with those cases
Farztdinov calculated. To calculate the magnetostatic
energies of domain'structures Kaczer uses the standard technique of sorving Laplaeets equations for the boundary
conditions given by the resurting distribution of free pores.
Table r . Domain _rlragnetostatic and lval-l Energies.
such

Type of
WaIl
lBOo

L2oo

WalI energv

\tralt L to
¡wãir ll to
basal Þlane I basal plane

+1ñ3 lrrr*
r.3?1@

lzTarn'

Magnetostatic energy

J-lll

case I

casex

AK3

ur?^2

! . Jbrdmz

B1ÆG

L.ilBr?m?

!.Zûrdm?

zrt?m?

r.45rdm2

3

41@

o.

3J

(* r = radius of cylinder, d = domain width)
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Farztdlnov only considers the nagnetoetatlc energy of
1B0o walls in a rectangular block both parauel to the basal
plane glving a strlpe domaln conflguration. The magnetostatic

for suoh a configuration ts37
FD = L.?mzd,
(30)
where d ls the width of the d.onalng. The domain warl energy
per unit volume for such a configuration is
Fw = t"å = 41Ã-u'å
( rr)
where I, ls the length of the donain along the nagnetizatlon
direction. Minimizlng the sum of equations (30) and (31) with
respect to d gíves
energy

a =[+r/nr

tl t

G

E,?^t J
L'rT-J

By uslng a value

ß2)

of * = n3 = 3 ergs /"^3,

Farztdlnov gives the varues for the domain para^netere of
sueh a configuration as fw = Zxl.:O-Z
d
"rgr/"^2, = lmm and
ô= 1o-2mm, which he concludes are in agreement with the
cument obserr¡ations ,5-7 A varue of 2.3x10-8 cns for
the distance between layers of iron atons paralrel to the
basal plane and the values given prevlousry for À*, M, m

K, give valuee of fr6-J,0'2 ,rgs/c^Z, ö -5xLO'2 nm and.
d-0.11 mtn, which are in reasonabre agreement wÍth Farztdiñovo
and

C.
The

es of Bi

F

orlginal technique f or observing nagnetic

dourain
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struetures is the gitter34 pattern teehnique. This teehnique
is stirl the most widety applicable and simplest techniqu_e
compared

to the more reeently devel0ped Faraday

and.

Kerr

optical, electron microseope and the various other techniques,
A comparison and discussion. of the various techniques is
given by J.F. Dil1on Jr,47.
The principle behind the cortoid technique is the
preferential migration of magnetic particles toward re6Sions
of highest flux density, when they are suspended colloidarly.
For multi-domain particres the foree experieneed by the
particles is equal to åvXVH2 where X is the susceptibility
of the particles, H the stray magnetic field, and v is the
volume of the partiele4z. Therefore, the foree acting on
the particle is towards regions of highest field and is a
maxj-mum for maximum field gradient, fhe particres are
therefore trapped in regions of maximum field. The
þa
consequences*'
of this for domain stud.ies are lll-ustrated in
Fig. 3. The field above the surface of a magnetic crystal
will trap particles near the crystal_ surface at the domain
boundary whether the fierd is created by flux reakage at
the domain wal-1 or by flux linkage between adjaeent domains.
rf a smarl uniform field is appried to the erystar in
such a way that it is antiparatter to the fierd. due to the
domainboundary,thenatasufficient}y1argevaluethei
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Figure

3.

Fringing f ields about domain wal-l-s at crystal surface.
l-lux leakage and fl.ux rinkage are il]ustrated in (a)
and (b) respectively.
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region near the warr is no ronger a region of higher fierd.
Therefore, there will be no preferential deposit of colroid
at the domain walt. This allows the mechanism which is

Bitter patterns to be determined and also gives
some idea of the intensity of the magnetic fierd at the warl.
producing the

i ::
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IIf . Experi.mental Technique
A. Crystals and Their prepar¿rtion.
synthetic single crystars of hematite, grown by the
ftux teehniqu"r2'}3, were used for arl experiments. sone
pure and. the Ga, A1 and ri doped crystals had been grown
previousry at the university of Minnesotal3. However, the
Rh doped and the majority of the pure specimens were grown
here. The amount of dopant present in the crystals ranged
up to 2.J mol-e /o depending on the type of dopant.
on removal of the hematite crystars from the flux, they
varied in size from a few millirnetres to 2-3 cm and had up
'to 5 smooth plane surfaees whieh were lightly mottled by
flux etching. These faces were arways (rro) faces. The
other areas of crystar surfaee were irregular and appeared
to be formed by the termination of growth of successive
(rro) plates which formed the smooth (rro) surfaces. The
angle between different (ffO) faces was^.86 so that apart
from the irregular faces the crystals wourd appear like a
slightly distorted rectangular box.
surfaces of crystal with a ehosen orientation could be
obtained by cutting the crystals with a Micro-Matie precision
wafering Machine39 after crystal orientation on a goniomet""l3
The crystal orientation on the goniometer courd be performed
by the standard Laue x-ray techniqu.el3'40. Sample Laue
photographs of (II0) and. (ffã¡ surfaces are illustrated in

2g

Fig. 4, and photographs of (foo¡, (ffO) and (fff) faces
are given elsewherel3. The (rîo) and (rrã¡ planes were of
particular importance since they are perpendieular to the
basal plane and contain the easy and hard directions
respectively of the weak ferromagnetic moment.
The crystal orientation could be done, in general,
jus! as aeeurately and far more expediently by using a
protraetor and orienting the well formed (ffO) face of the
erystal to specific angles on the goniometer. The geometry
of this technique is illustrated in Fig. J.
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Beforeco11oida1domainobservation,crysta1surfaces
i

required mechanical porishing. Thi-s was accomplished on an
AB Low speed polisher4r using ttre procedur"4g given in Tabte

i

i
l

II.

i

Table II r Mechanical Polishing Procedure

Polishing

Step

Fine grinding
Rough polishing

Polishing

wheeÌ

and surfaee
Coneentrically
grooved copper

Lubrieant

Agent
4]-203

AB polishing

oi1

ìr"or,"" with
rexmet

Fine polishing Jan
Buffing
Bronze with
Microcloth

AB

Polishing

Water

Each step required about 5-r5 minutes
step were removed.

9 Diamond
I Diamond
0.05 Gamma

Alumina

until traces of previous
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Figure 4.
X-ray Laue photographs showing planes perpendicular
to the (fff) plane. The hard or (ffã) and easy or

(rîo) planes for the magnetization are ill-ustrated in
(a) and (b) respectively.
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Thin sections of a polished surface from 50
lt_ soo lt
thick could be obtained with the wafering machine by grueing
the crystal surfaee with quartz cement to a 2,' x Z!.,, glass
s1ide, which could be readil-y mounted in the wafering machine's

vertical holder and a thln section then cut off. one difficul_ty
eneountered in thls procedure was ensurlng a thin section of
unlfonn thickness. Thls appeared to be just a matter of
technique.

rn general, before d.omain obserwati-on, the crystals were
carefully annealed in air in a box-type furnace at temperatures
from l0ooo c to lz00o c. A lo0oo c annear for 24 hours
followed by furnace cool-ing was sufficient to produce regular
domain structures. However, longer and higher temperature
anneals did appear to resurt in further smarl Ímprovenents
or changes in the domai-n strtrcture. They also had the
advantage that the I p diamond paste polishing seratches
were removed and therefore, the bufflng step

in polishing

cou].dbedispensedw1th.Froma11microscopicinvestigations
and measurements of the properties of hematite, there was never
any evi-dence

to

suggest a change

of hematite to another iron

oxide form. Howeverr fLux incrusions occasional.ry
etching problems on the pol-ished surfaces.

caused.

rate of cooLíng the crystal from the anneal temperature
did not appear too critical and furnace cool-ing in the boxtype furnace appeared sufflcient. However, in the 2,. tube
furnacer' sínce the furnace has a much rower
The
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rate of eooling had to be controlLed
in order to reduce it sufficiently.
therrnar capaelty the

Bt..-.,,.,rt

rn order to

the donains on the surface of the
crystar fron room temperature down to -¿loo c a rragnetite
collold in aeetone was used. rhe recipe was obtalned in a
private communlcatlon wlth M. Braeknanr to whon the author
would like to express his appreeiation, Flne magnetie
particres are produeed by preelpitatlon from a boillng
solution of 5.00 gm NaOH in-4J0 cc H20 with a mixture
obserrre

;.,r,r..:l:,r,i,
'..:',:-:::':r::'
t.,::.
;,,;.: ,.-:
,r...:

i;r::::;:..;;:1:;;1

of 5.40 gn Fe0lr.6H2O in J0 cc H20 and 2.?g gm FeS04.?HZO
in J0 cc H20. The corloid is boired for-S hour and
then filtered off on cooring, rt is thoroughly washed
wlth water and then ethyl aLcohor. [he preclpitate is now
bolled 1n ethyl areohol and after firtering off is thoroughry
' washed with acetone. lhe precipitate ie finally suspended
Ln a sorution of equal amounts of aeetone and acetone
saturated wlth etrryr cellulose by an urtrasonio cleaner
This gives a stock eolloidal eolution whleh can be diluted
wlth acetone to ',ne deslred partlcle denslty for donaln
observations. Typically, the dirution is between 20 to 5
parts acetone to one part stock sorution. After dirution,

the colrold

ar.r-ows domain

obsenatlon down to -3oo to -4ooc

i
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depending on the amount

of dilution.
This colloid appeared to deteriorate with age and
after ¿+ to 6 months was no longer any use even if stored in
a dry atmosphere. This probren was eliminated, giving a
eolloid that has not deteriorated at arl, bv a change in the
preeipÍtation technique to that outlined by chika",r*i5O.
The 2.74 gm FeS04.?HZO is replaced by Z.O0 gm FeOlr.4HZO
and instead of bringing the solutions to boiling, the NaOH
solution is added to the rapidly stirred mixture of the sart
sol-utions which has been carefully heated to 40oc. This
teehnique also ensures the finest rnagnetite particle size.
C. Magnetite Colloid Domain Observations.
l. At Room Temperature.
The domain patterns at erystal surfaces aîe observed
by immersing the surface in colloid and observing the
distributions of the eolloidal particles which aggregate on
the surfaee. since the partieles take from å to several
hours to reach equilibrium in depositing at the domain
boundaries the colloid mugt be prevented.from evaporating.
The immersion, therefore, was done by suitably mounting the
crystal in an alrrminum vessel with a machined lip. The
vessel was filred with eolloid to overflowing and quickly
covered with a glass slide. After a smal_r acetone evaporation

i.-.i.r..r..i-..i.i

'1'.t:)
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the ethyl eel-lulose sealed the slide to the vessel preventing
further evaporation.
The domain patterns eould now be observed at room
temperature with and without an appried fietd. The field
was supplied by L5 cn diameter Hermhortz coils whieh gave

a

field of 100 oe at r0 amp. The coils coutd be
mounted on the microscope stage with their axis paralter or
perpendicular to the crystal surface.
maximum

The domain patterns are observed and photographed with

a Leitz ortholux Research IVI1eroseope5l. The optical system
most suitabre was either the j.5x or the llx ultropak

incident light objectives with 8x eyepieces. These objectives
allowed the large working distanees
-5 mm whieh were necessary.
The lIx objeetive was the most widely used since the j.5x
objective had too low a resolution to show any domain pattern
except extremely dense col-loídar distributions. This
difficutty eould be partiarly overcome by srightly tirting
the crystal surface until the contrast beeame inverted.
Higher magnification'objectives were not suitabre
partly because of working .distances but mainly because they
had too limited a fietd of view. The photographs were
obtained from a Polaroid z 3/4, x 3 t/u, pack Baek fitted
to the microscope and taking poraioid firrn type ro?,
Domain pattern observations were made while shear and
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compressive stresses were applied

to either burk or thin
seetion erystals. Forces from ?,eîo up to J0 kgm and from
zero up to 2 kgm were applied to bulk and thin section
crystals respectively, while they were immersed in eol-roid
in the manner iltustrated in Fig. 6. The effect of stress
on domain behaviour in nagnetic fierds was also observed.
z.

Between -4ooc and 5ooc.
To observe the domains at the temperatures when crystals
underwent the Morin transition required construetion of the

apparatus iLlustrated

in Fig. f,

The sampre chamber

li.r:;

-.::.r',

¡:

is

cooled or walrned by thermoelectric modules52. fn order to
avoid head leaks to the sampre chamber, it was supported

i

entirely on the thermoetectric modules and enelosed in a vaeuun
chamber which in turn was designed to provide the support
for the other sides of the thermoeteetric modures, The
temperature of the vaeuum ehamber and. of the one side of the
modules was kept constant by tap water cooring. This was
quite adequate sinee the apparatus was not meant to hol_d
th: temperature constant over long periods. Therefore )
although the cooling water rnight have a daily variation in
temperature of 10- ZoC, the short term fluctuations were
unobservable. The sample and vacuum chamber wind.ows were
glued in with epoxy and designed. to be self sealing under
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Figure 6.
l

illustra.ting technique of applying stresses
to crystals while immersed in colloid.
1, RectanguLar crystal thin section, Z. Ny1on
crystal supports, 3. Nylon support guide pins,
4. Spring guide pin, 5. Spring, 6. Spring tenslon
adJustment screw, ?. Stress apparatus ïrall, g. Cover
g1ass, 9. Colloid.
schematic
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Figure 7.

for controll-ing the temperature of crystals
while immersed in coll_oid.
1. Cooling chamber walls.
2, Tap water cooling pipes.
3. lvlagnetite Colloid.
4, Teflon o-ring.
5, Glass windows
6, Hematite crystal.
7. Vacuum chamben }id.
B, Viton o-ring.
9. Vacuum chamber walls.
10. Thermoelectric cooling modules.
11. Support blocks for modules.
Apparatus
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VâCUUID;

The power

for the

modur-es was

suppried by a 6v, lJ
stabilized current supply which was motorized to give a
constant or a sl0ivly increasing or decreasing current.

amp

Slowry changing the current causes the equilibrium temperature
of the sample chamber to srowly drift at temperature rates

of L

5oc/hr. The domain patterns were observed as the
erystals passed through their Morin transition temperatures
if they ray in the range -30o to sooc. The temperatures,
monitored by a copper-constantan thermoeouple, showed that
the short term fluctuations in temperature were less than
t/5ooc.

D. Crystal physåcal prqperties.
1. &¡ef!if fraction.
carefurly chosen pieces of crystal of.various dopings
weregroundupasfine1yasposSib1einanagatemortaran
pestre. x-ray powder diffraction pictures were obtained
using a 5? mn Debye-scherrer camer.4O.,. Radiation from an
Fe tnbe required a six hour exposure for powder pictures
obtained with Kodak Medical X_ray Film.
The relative difference of the lattice parameters of
differentl¡r doped crystals, eompared to the lattice parameters
of pure hematite, were measured from the powder pictures.

,.i,ti,,
.,1.:'.:iL
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2. X-ray Floureseence.
using the x-ray flouroscopy attachment to the phirips
x-ray Generator the amount of Rh doping in the hematite single
erystals was determined by the comparison with standards
techniqu
"56. The amount of Ga, Ar and ri dopings had been
determined previously elsewhere?o. The standards for
---: comparlson
were made by grinding up given amounts of a-Fe^O^
- ¿J
and Rh20, reagent grade powders in suitable ratios to
produce homogenous mixtures. These powders were formed into
thin If,,' discs by an AB specimen Mount p""=r51 using 1 gm
of AB Transoptic pov¡der as a binder. similarly carefully
ehosen amounts of Rh doped single crystar were made into
discs after the single crystal had been ground. up to give
a brownish-purple powder. The Ko, and L¿ frourescent
radiation of the Fe and Rh respectively from the sampres

:r;,,..,-,;,.,.'',.,

-

and standards was analysed by obtaining diffractometer traces.
From these the peak height or intensity can be measured to

give the relative amount of Fe to Rh in the speeinens. Thus,
if the Fe intensities are all normaLized to one, assuming
only small- Rh dopings, the'amount of Rh doping in the crystals
compared

to the standards is determined.

3.. Electron Mieroprobe Analvsis
A crystar of each doping was cut to give a surface which
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contained as many growth layers as possi.ble and also the
possibl.e site of nucleation of the crystar, rhese surfaces
were prepared and analysed for dopant denslty on the
Philips Electron Mlcroprobe Anaryser at the AEOL Research

station,

Pinawa, Manltoba through the cooperation

of Ðr. A.

sawatzky. rhe denslty of the dopant at polnts on two
mutually perpendicular scan paths was determined by measuring
the intensity of the fruorescing characteristi.c radiation
of the dopant. A given eharaeteristic wave length for the
dopant was found by

first looking at a sanple conslsting of

pure dopant naterÍal which also ser.rred as a standard. The
dopant density vras measured in steps of 20 to uo
arong

$

the scan paths. These paths eourd, be identlfíed opticarly
on removal 0f the sanple fron the eleetron nicroprobe
analyser.
l+.

if there were any dlsl.oeations or twins,
8r1 x-¡¿y topography canerà53'54 itturtrated in Flg. g was
1o aseertaÍn

constructed. A crystal surface was appropriatery oriented
in the camera so that naximum intensity of x-rays were
incident on the surface when the camera was praeed on an
x-ray port of the philips x-Ray Generator.55 An Fe x-ray
tube was used beeause of fluoreseence problems with hematlte.
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Figure

B.

X-ra¡r topo6çr.a-nhy camera schematic.

Shield

ing and
defining s/ifs
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f rom poinf
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The incident

bea.m

was also passed thro,qh an Fe filter

to

reriuce a.s much fruorescence cau.sing radiation as possibr.e"
By careful-ly adjusting the orientation of the crystal

surface a suitable Bragg reflection was found rryi,bh the
scintillation detector and anar-yser attachment to the x_ray
generator. The bes'b Bragg refrection is that which bar-ances

intensity against smarl-est angre of incidence to, and cl_osest
to vertical reflection fromu the crystar su.rface.
Once this has been achieved a preliminary topograph
is
taken with Kodak medical x-ra.y fi.lm which requires
-1 min
exposure. rf the topograph shows a good shado' of the
crystal surface with no interf er.ing Br:agg ref recti ons àyr
¡
x-ray tooogra.ph is taken using Kocla.l< High Resoluti-on plates"
The pJ-ate ís vrrapped in aluminum foil to shierd it from
the
tight and p1-aced as cr-ose as possibre to crystal surface
without interfering with the incident beam of x-ra¡rs.
An
exposure of I to 2 days is required and the plate is
then
developed in Kodak HRp deveJ-oper and fixed. The plate
can
now be examined under the'microscope to determi.ne
any
variations in intensity rvhich are proclr-rced by disr_ocations
and crystal defects. The theoreticar reso-lu.ti,on of the
camera is

o-f

*

5

þL f or a fi

r-m

to crysta.l surface clistance

2mm,

virgin and

annear-ed norisheci surfa.ces were examined

l+l+

under the microscope for defects and characteristic

properties of the physical appearance of the crystals
E. BuIk Magnetization properties
I. Maqnetometer I\,Teasurements.
Magnetic hysterisis loops for various unanneal_ed and
annealed bulk samples were measured using a p.A.R. vibrating
sampre Magnetom"t"r5B. The magnetic field was provirled by
a Magnion rz" Electromagnel5g with field diar which provided

fields from O to IB kOe. Unfortunately, this field could
not be reversed uniformly through zeîo fiel.d. Therefore,
in order to effectively reverse the fierd the crystal was
rotated 18oo in the magnetometer at zero field instead.
rn order to accommodate large burk crystals an open ended
sample tube was used. The signal measured by the magneto_
meter was only roughly adjusted to the saddle point since

it was desired only to measure the moment relative to the
saturation moment, and since the sampres were rarge and
irregurar, For fierds between zero 0e and the coercive
field, after sample rotation, the magnetometer registered
a negative reading. unfortunatelyu the magnetometer had
small el-ectronic offsets which were different for different
polarity. Thereforeo instead of changing the polarity,
the few measurements near zero negative field were taken
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from the rnaqnetometer nutl_ meter.

Anisotropy effects were measured by looking at the
maenetization as a function of orientation in the basar
nlane and also by taking hysterisis roops at different

crystal orientations in the basal_ plane.
The magnetization as a function of temperature for
the Rh doped samples was measured, cylindricar sampres
r/9" x r/8" were cut and mounted in the magnetometer and
encl-osed with the room temperature sample tube. A
container
small- enough to go between the magnetometer pick-up
coir_s
w^s used to immerse the lower portion of the sampÌe
tube
around the sample in acetone. The acetone was cooled
to
.o
-4'0 c and al r-owed to drift back to room temperature. To
obtain temperature between looc and 4ooc the acetone
heated with a heat gun to give a slowly increasing
temperature" Since the temperature drifts were

-0,2 to loc/ntn, the magnetization

was

measurements coulri be

taken versus sample temperature" The temperature was
obtained from a eopper-constantan thermocoupre on the
sample rod plaeed as close as possible

to the sampre.

The

ragnetization as a function of temperature was measured

at a.nplied fiel.ds of 100 Oe and IJ
doni ngs of Rh.

kOe

for the different
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" Ivlössbauer SJrectrometer Ii{ea-su.z,ements .
rn order to cietermine the avelrarqe rnagnetization
cii::ection in -tz5
& thicrr thin sections of crysta.r, the
I'iössbauer effect rvas used. An Elron r,1össbauer spectro*eter60 u.sed in the parabotic mode in conjunction with a
2

Nuclear Data 5Lz channel Anarys""6l- *u.* used to corlect
the i\{össbauer spectra"
The domains were observed on a (fTO) tf,in section,

rt v¡as then ptaced -4cm from the gamma ray sou.rce between
the sou'ce and the propo.bionar counter of the spectrometer
so that the gamma. rays were perpendicular to its surface
Mössbauer spectra for the v¡hole slice and for three æl
i.i,

mn¡2

regions of the slice v/ere taken and analysed by a computer
,rog,"r.*62 for six Lorentzian peaks on a paraboric backgrou.nd.

rn order to determine i-f the antiferromagnetic axis
was slightly incl-ined to the basar plane lvtðssbauer spectra
for anothe:: (ffO) ttrin section were -baken r,r,ith the thin
secti-on in a 4 koe magnetic fiel-d.

The 4 kOe was to

saturate the wealç moment, The geometry of this experiment
is illustrated in Fig" p, A col_limator was u.sed to insure
tha-b bhe x-rays lvere perpendicul-ar to the z axis. The
magnetic fiel-d rryas along the y axis and the gamma ray

4?

Figure

of r\4össbauer experirnent to
direction of spin axis relative to (rrr)

schema.tic showing geometr¡¡
determin.e

plane,

9,
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source was placed to make the

€5amma

rays as parallet to

the x axis as possibr-e. spectra were tal.:en and anarysed
for the slice parallel to the y axis and making angì_es oo
and t15o with the z axis,
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IV, Experi¡c¡¡lq1 Results.
A. Magnetite Colloid Domain patterns.
I, At Room Temperature.
a) No Magnetic Field or Stress.
The form of the basic patterns observed for butk and
thin section, pure and doped crystals are itrustrated in
Figs. 10 and ]r, with the exception of the example of
Fig. 1o(a), all patterns witl be those observed after
carefur anneari-ng. Fig. 10(a) and (b) irl-ustrate domains
before and after annearing on a mechanicarly polished (roo¡
face. rn this case the two photographs show essentialry
similar domain patterns. rn the case of no annealing,
the mechanical polishing has just made the pattern blotchlr
and disjointed. This, however, was not generarly the case.
For most crystals, the domain structure before annearing
bore no ressemblance to the finar domain structure. rn
many instances, withòut annearing the crystal surface had
none or onry isolated patches of irregular domain patterns.
rt was onry a.fter annearing, and sometimes more than one
anneali.g, that domain patterns similar to those of Fig.
10(b) would appear.
For pure crystals, most of them showed a domain

pattern essentially simirar to that of Fig, lo(b).

The
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Figure

10.

patterns for various cr¡rsf,¿1_ surfaces il.l_ustra.ti.nr
essentiall¡r normal (N) domains only.
(a) (lOO) unannealed surface of bu.Ik crystat,

Domain

) Same ( f oo ) surface as (a ) but a_f ter l_OOOoC annealing.
(c) (ttã) ¡utr crystal surface.
(d) (ffO) t,uff crystal_ surface.
( e ) ( rrã) trtin section surface.
(r) (rro) sur-face of o,0s mol-e % ri doped bu.lk crystat,
(b

/
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important feature to this domain structure is the majority
of the domain walfs, ignoring slight curvatures and small
kinks, being pararrer to the intersection of the (rrr)
plane with the crystar surface. Any arrows on or adjacent

to the photographs wil-r indicate this direction. These
wal-ls are sometimes joined by shorter highly eurved or
roughly perpendicul-ar walls resulting in nearry rectangurar
or maze l-ike domain patterns. This type of structure
which from now on will- be cal-led normal- or N-walls is
illustrated for different crystal surfaces in Fig. l0(c)
and (d) and was observed on all bulk surfaces except for
a few special cases and very poor quality, generally
dopedu crystals. No domain patterns are ever observed on
( fff ) planes.
The special cases observed on three surfaces, are

those illustrated in Fig. lI(a) and (b). fn these cases
a sub-structure domain pattern appears to be superimposed
on the normal domain pattern over nearly all the crystar

surface. This sub-structure consísts of very strai.ght
parallel. warl-s in trvo directions and with
-sopseparation.
The coll-oid tends to be more lightly and diffusely
deposited at these wal-rs. The two directions of these
walls are symmetric with the interseetion of the (rrr)
prane with the sur.faee. They have only been observed
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Figure 1Ì.

characteristic (c) and characteristic -normal (cn¡
domain structui:es. The c-domain stru.ctures for pu.re
and 0.J rnole i/, Ti doped hematite on bulk (rro) surface
are il.lus'brated in (a) and (b) respectively. fn (c)
a thin section covered armost entirel.y with cN-ctomains
but having a very wide N-domain pattern su,perimposed.n
is shown' The change of N-domains to cN-domains is
shov,¡n in (A). fn both (c) and (d) the N_doma.in walls
are horizontal"
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normally on virgin (l1o¡ surfaees" The angle between
the two sets of walLs is -h?o in the case of pure er.}rstals

-39o in the case of the one 0,05 mol_e % f i doped
crystal" This type of domain strrreture wÍr_r be carred.
characteristíe or C-walLs"
and.

Occaslonally on (ffO) surfaees, which basically had
a normaL structuree traces or suggestíons of C-walLs
appeared in smaLl- regions of the surface, rhís is
the
case in Fig" 10(d) tn the bottom portion of the photograph,

rn

many

of the doped crystal-s, especially those of

high dopingu and. oecasionarJ.y a pure crystalu regular
d,omai-n etructures did not appear after several
annears"

ïn fact,

someti¡nes most

of the eurface would be d,evold. of

domaín patterns and

in the regions with domains the
patterns would, be faint and irregular or verr cur\¡J¡"
Howeveru whenever domaíns appeared

they always indícated
a paralLeLism to the intersectíon of the surface and. the
(111) plane. An exarnple of very curl/y d,omaln patterns
is
given ín Fig" ro(f ). The paralleusm is strlr apparent,
rhin sectlons of erystal resulted rn extremery
regular domain patterns being observed" The (rrz)
sectiono illustrated in Flg, l0(e), shows a very good

to a strípe dornain structure" The domains
on both sides of this (rrã) thin section vrere observed"
approximation

5t+

They both had essentiarJ-y

the same domaín structure and
showed deviations from the stripe domain stru.cture in
the
same praces. Other (rrZ) sections showed similar structure
but generally al-so showed smarl regions with l.ess regularry
spaced domains.

For (rTo) trrin seetions the domain structures were
a little more complex. No specimen was found with a
perfect stripe domain pattern" Generally, rarge porti.ons

to 5o/", of the surface wourd consist of a normal stripe
pattern" This stripe pa.tterne s warls woul-d suddenly change
directiono now making an angre of z60 lzo to the intersection of the (fff) and (fîO) planes. These walls which
wil-1. be cal-1ed characteristic-normal- or cN-walrs, would
then gr:adua1ly disappear res'r-ting in regions of no
domains " An example of a transition between these two
types of stripe domains is irr-ustrated in Fig. Ir(c).
25%

The normal walr-s occasionalry disappeared without
charaeteristic normal walls.

(rÏo) slice, except for
-5% of surface with
normal waIls, was covered entirely with cN-warl_s with
very widery spaced and faint N-warr pattern superimposed"
This is illustrated ín Fig" 11(d). The N-walls are
pararlel to 10ng edges of photographs" The different
widths of eaeh type of domain structures are listed in
One
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lable III,
b) With Applied Magge-b:Lq_Eie.lc!,
under the appricatíon of a fÍeLdu as J_ong as there
$¡as a conponent in the (rrr) plane, N-d.omafns in bulk
specirnens would coalesce by adJacent domains growing

larger and smaLler respectivery untir they generarly
disappeared. between 2J to 50 0e" For good. N-domain
structures the shrinking domains would. either graduarry
decrease in slze until they coalesced or disperse just
before they reached the point of eoarescing. No adjacent
domains would both i-ncrease or both decrease in size. rn
poorer normal domaín structures, which were more irregular
or curvye some portions of domain wal_ls would move very
llttle or not at all and, the others after moving to
decrease or increase a d.omain size wourd stop after some
field between 0 and J0 0e is reached" fhese walLs would
generarly eventual-ly be removed by sud.denJ.y dispersing
in fieLds between zj and 100 0e" The typicar magnetic

fieLd behaviour of N-domains is best illustrated in Flg.
12 by (rrz) thin section" For the field perpendicurar
to the crystal surface the d.omains al-r disappear in a
perfectly uniform manner as indicated by Fig. tz(a) and.
(u). They were removed, at zo 0e and. reappeared at oe,
?
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Ta-bl_e

S

III " \,-/icith of

pec j men

Tyne

Rul]t (roo)
Bu-tk (rrã)

Domains.

Dimens ions

I'iall Type

mm

l-5xl-5x6

N

Jx4xJ

N

BulÌc (l ro )

5x5x 5

Bulk (rro)

5x5x5

(

1:-ã) section

0. 200

N

(

ffo)

0. 200

N

(

rTo) section

210

N

section

O.

N

rro) section
( rÏo ) sect j.on

0"075

N

(rTo) section

0, 050

N

,062

N

0. 087

N

section

0. 087

N

section

0. 300

CN

(

(

rïo)

section

(rTo) section

(rlo)
( rîo)

0

0

"225

NT

¡t

Doniain ';fidth

Average

Variation U ,¡Jidth
&
200 - 500
380
250 - 6oo
360
250 - 6oo
370
4O BO
50
50 - 200 138 +t0%
50 200 II0 +I0,4"
50 - 200
II7 !l-0"./"
5o 200 r37 !r0%
50 - 200 I+2 !L0/"
50 - 200 rn ltor,
50 - 200 t23 !r0%
50 - 200 9o !Io:/,
50 - 200 l-00 !\.0",/,
100 - 300
2l+0 +10q,
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Figure

L2,

Effect of fj.elds in the (rff ) plane on Irl-domains on
(ff2) thin section. The fietd is perpendicul_ar to
crys'ba_l surface in (a) and (b) . A fielci para-l1.eI to
surface and along ciomain v¡alls is applied in other
pho'bographs. The rnagni_tucìe of the fietd is (a) Oe,
?
(b) 15 oe, (c) o oe, (d) ? oe" (e) 15 oe and (f) zo oe.

tia:.
ttt+t¡i

(a)

lo)

5B

ln the case of the fiel-d parall el to the crvstal- surface
the behavj-ou'r wâ.s similar except for sorne rather interesting
and anomolous behaviour in one smarr_ regi_on. A fir.st
ind.ica.tion of this is the not complete disappearance of
the domains in Fig, l-2(f) at the one edge of the photograph.
rn the region just ad jacent, the doma-in structure is
il-lustrated in Fig, I3(a). In this region there appears to
be some defect as indicated by a bright vertical dashed
line " There was a domain wall along this defect so that
the domains directry opposite each other across the clefect
increased and decreased in size respectivery. The domains
eventually coal-escecl into the defect at -lto oe. After
removal- of the normar donains, colroid distributions as
i.rl-us'brated in trig. l3(b) appeared. These distri_butions
took the form of diffuse r ines pararler to two directions
symmetric with the (rlr) prane. These diffuse ri.nes
disappeared at 100 oe but reappeared on reducing the
field. There ar-so appearecr now, hovrever, diffuse ri.nes
perpendicul-ar to the (rrr) pJ-ane. At r? oe the normaldomains reappeared but not arouncl the defect region where
irregu]arly spaced wafls vertical to the (fff ) plane

appeared" These walls were evenly spaced a.t 10 oe and
were about twice the v¿idth of normal domains. on remova.I
of all. fiel-ds new vertical- wal-ts appeared in betrveen
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Fi¿çure 13,

unusuar effects of defect on behaviour of domains i n
magnetic fielcls for same sample as Fig. 12. Domains

clefect (urigrrt vertical l_ine) rvith fi.eld of
20 0e parallet to su.rface and domains a:ìîe shov¡n in (a).
In (ll) the sa.me region as (a) is shown after increa.si.ng
arou.nd

field to 50 oe. vei:ticar domains appear after i:ernor¡ajof fie-1.c1 abou.t defect regi.on which disappea.r fur.-bher
defect as shown in (c) and (d). fn (e) domajns
v¿ith no fietdo a.fter verticar domains have been
essentiall¡r rernoved by a reveï.se field of 50 oe, are
shown' The behaviour of verticar domains in fiel.d of
7 0e parallel to (ffO) pi_ane and surface is ll-lustra.ted
in (f)"
away from

(a)

(b)

(o)

{f)

6o

every ord vertical warr" This pattern ls now illustrated
in Flg. 13(c) " The vertieal_ domains are slightly
narrower than normaL domalns" These vertieal domains
disappeared sLow1y as they got

further up from the d.efeet
reglon as shown in Fig" 13(d), on application of a fiel-du
agaÍn paral-Ier to crystal surfaee, everythíng behaved
normaLly except the vertical walls, They did not move.
rnstead one set of alternate waLrs slowS.y d.isappeared
depending on field dírection as irlustrated in Flg" 13(f),
and were gone at about zJ oe, The renainÍng vertieaJ.
warls showed sideway movements ivith increasing fle]d and
aL1 of them had dispersod by J.00 0e.
These vertical vsalrs courd. be completely removed by
appJ-ylng a field perpendícular to the crystal sr¡rface which
removed alL the domains. The vertical waLls then did not
reappear on renovaL of the field. They couLd also
essentially be removed,, as indlcated in Fig, 13(e), by
appl-ying a flerd of J0 0e, paralleL to the surface in the
reverse direction and. removlng lt" rf thís value is
exceeded the verticar warls return, and. if a J-ower fierd
is usod a lesser amount of the verticaL walLs are removed,"
A distinetive behaviour of the coLloídal walrs in
rnagnetic fields is the graduar d.isappearance of eveqr
second wal-l with increaelng fíeJ-d if there is a eoraponent
of field perpendieular to the walr and pararrel to the
crystal surface" The remaining walls become heavier"

6t

This effect is illustrated in Fig. 13 (f) and also jn
Fig. )4(a.) and (b).
rn ( rTo) sections o the normar walr-s beha'e as those
in 'the ( 1lã) section for f ie-r-ds perpendicurar to the
crystal' surface, coalescing in fields of between 20 and
30 0e. For fields paratJel to the sur.face hovrever, they
would move only stightry¡
-ro-zolJ, with increasing fielci
anci they woul.d either desperse or gradually convert into
the cN-walls with no N-warl.s by z0 oe. The cN-warls
wourd show onry very sJ-ight movements, which did not
indicate movements toward or away from each other, with

increasing fietci. Generally, the movernents appear as
sideways shifts of the whore domain structure. Alsou the
distance between the walls could not be determined to
easiry since alternate warrs had disappeared by ro 0e.
The remaining walrs however, were still present at 1oo oe.
The movements howeveru did not really suggest that these
wall-s were coalescing with fietd" rn a field perpendicular

to the surface the cN-lvalls would show smal_r movements
of l-0'20Utoward and away from each othei :respectivery
before di.spersing in fields of a few oersteds.
An u-nusuar behavi our of these war_rs i-n a f ierd
pararreÌ to them and the crystal surface occurs when the
fiel-d is reversed. At approximatel¡r 4-5 Oe in the reverse

6z

Figu.re f4.
The unnsua.r- behavio,r of cN-domains in fields anci some
unu.su.al domain stru.ctures. A field is applied parallel

to basar plane ancr (i-To) ttrin section crystal surface.
A fi.eld of 5 anci 10 0e is app_lied j.n (a) ancl (b) resÐec_
tivel-y ancl is reversed to -10 Oe in (c)" Reversal of
the field caused rC.ispersal. of doma.ins a_ncl ï.eappealîance
in ne' nositions" trvhen N- and crrl-domains appea-r in
adjacent regions, then removal by a fiel_d resnlts in
the type of pa.'ttern i. (d) refo'ming i.n N-domain re,.gion.
The enhancement oi cN-domains ardjacent to N-domai_ns
after stress and cycl ing through T* is illustrateri j n

(e). Photograph (f ) shov,¡s prodr-rcti.on of cr,J-domains on
(rro) oultt surface after application of stress. They
alîe superimposed on very strai,ght N-do¡nain rval1s.

6t

a1r the cN-domain wa'r s disperse suddenly
and
reform at sr ightly differ"ent positions with
the opposì_te
set of war.rs nolv bein.g the fainter set of walr_s
due to
colloicl poj.arizatîon. This effect would occur
for any
fi eld as rong as there is a component in
the basar plane
parallel to the crystal- surface. This
effect is
i r-'r'ustrated in the sequence of photographs
of Fig. ]4(a),
(b) and (c).
f i el cì

of ( rro ) trrin sections having N-doma.ins
and CN-domains adjacent, application of a
sufficient
magnetic field paralle1 to crystal surface
results in
the types of structure ill_ustratecl in Fig" 13(d)
on
removal 0f the field.
These war-rs behave exactly r_ike
T
'!

n nooi
r c5roì'ls

"

normal- wall s.

C-domajns showed no change in size in fields

regardless of field direction, gra.dually or su-ddenly
disappearing with increasing fier-ds. only one
phase
would remain in higher f iel-ds. Any movement
of the wal-ls
appeared as equal- sideways displacements
of arl- wall.s and
occasionaJ-1y there was a switching from
one direction to

the other"

Fig. 15 illustrates a gra.ph of magnetization versus
field for (rTo) and (rrã) thin sections -interpreted
from
measurements of the widths of ten stripe
domains in each

6t+

l'i gure I5.
Gr'nhs of rnagne'r,iza.tion according to domain wi clths
versu.s rnagnel;i c f -iel d perpendicr:.]-ar to
crystal sui:fa.ce
f or ( lTo ) a.nd ( r_tZ) thin s ecti,ons
.
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a function of field perpendicuLar to crystal
surfaee, lhe magnetization g is given by
specirnen as

¡-

s=& (I"i l"plf tL*r+fwo)

the saturation magnetization and w1 and
5
are the widths of the inereasíng and, decreasing domains
where rn5 1s

respectively.

c)

.

Illost results fron applied stress resurted
unmeani-ngful resuLts

in uncrearu

a few results did appear
signifieant. For burk specirnens in most cases a uniform
línear conpressÍon stress paratrel to crrystal surfaee
wourd.
enJ-arge the dornain structure an¡rwhere up
to 5æñ, As the
stress l-ncreased the warrs wourd move for a whire
untir. no

further

"

Howeveru

for any further stress, under
the apprication of magnetic fierd paralrer to crystal
movenient occurred

surface, with erystal under naximun stress, the
domain
waLls did not move or at most onry very slightry
in a few
praees' They rernaíned there up to 100 0e" However,
they
did moveu and finarly coalesce, in nearry al-r casesu
with
a perpendieular field. Thin seetions behaved. in
exaetly
the sane manner. Figure L6 illustratesu the change
in
domain width of stripe patterns as a function
of applied
uniform compression stresg.
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Figu.re 16,
Graph of N-domain rvidth for (fTO) tnin sec_bion
as

function of applied stress.
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The apprication

of shear stresses did not r-ead to
any meani ngfr-r1 resurts possibly because it is
impossíbl.e
to apr,ly just a shear stress. The mechanicar- means
u.sed
al-so appried some kind of compressive stress
to the
crystaÌ as wetr-. rn thin sectionsu various results
occurred such as irregular domain patterns.
some regions
in the centre of the crystal sl-ice were without domains,
rn¡hile the edge areas had N-domain structure.
sometimes
a uniform stripe normal domain structure or no domain
structure at alr wour-d occur. However, what ever
domain
pattern occurred. under shear stress, it behaved
in magnetic
fields in a simir-ar manner to doma-in structures produ.ced
by

a.

uniforrn cornpression stress.

For thin sections¡ îo matter what kind of stress
was
applied, any domain structures other than normal
type
were quickry removed by stresses ress than
-3000 g^r/"^2,
rn all- instances, except one, where stress was applied
to bulk crystars the behaviour of the domains appeared
similar to the case of thin seetions. The exception
was
pure
a
bulk crystal where the stress was apptied paraller

to the (rro) surface and perpendicular to the sides
which
were close to being (rro) planes. Initially
the crystalexhibited N-domains with a few re6çions of c-domains.
Apprrcation of comÞressi.on stress increased
the number of

6B

c-domaínsu and nade the normar- domarns
and perfectly paraIlel to intersection

arr verxr straight
of the (fff) plane
with crystal surface as iLlustrated in Fig, f4(f
) " 0n

increasing the stress beyond. Jo kgns/cmz, however,
ar-I
the c-domains were removed, but they returned. on
rowering
the stress and renained und.er no stress.
rn thin-sectÍon crxrstals which without stress
exhíbited some other domain structure than just
N_domains"
ApplÍcation and removal of stresses for,lowed by
eycring
through T* sometimes enhanced the non-nomar type
d.onain
structure as illustrated in Fig" Lll(e),

2. Coll-oida1 Structures at The Morin
rhe behaviour of the corr-oidal domain pattern as
crystal-s cooled or warmed through the Morin transition
are illustrated in Fígs, ].:Z-Lg. In Fig, L?u the
effect
ís shown for a (11o) face of a pure erystal as it ís
cool-ed. At regions A and B in Fig" l?(a) the two
eoLloldar lines indieate srnalr. domain movements
because
of their verr broad or double-war-r appearahcê This
"
effect is caused by co110id coagutating at old domain
boundaries" Therefore, care must be taken in
disting_
uishing the active d,omain boundary. whire viewing

ín the
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Figure IT,

pattern for a (ffO) su.rface of pure hematite
on cooring through the r,10rin transition.
The white

I)omain

in unper left hanC corner i.s cr¡rsf¿.1 edge formed
by tv;o (rl-o) sr-rr:faces. The ternperatr-rre of the
crystal
in each photograph -is (a) _l_o.ooco (b)
-]rO.zoC,
(c) -i o.4oc, (d) -ro .5oco (e) _: o .60c, anrt (f _t.o.Boc.
)
band
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Figure tB,

(a) same surface as in Fig. r?, but showing domain
pattern af ter cycli ne throu,gh T,, man¡r times.
(b) Domain pattern at l\rrorin transition in pu.re (rrz)
thin section.
(c) Affect on transition of high i_ntensity incident
microscope light for thin section of (b).
(0) (e) and (r). The IVrorin transition in a z nore
%
Ga cìoped thin section at -IB.C, -.t9oC and
-Z6oC
respectively.

o-t

d

ß)

7I

Figure
(a-) The r'{orin

L9,

transition for (rro) surface of a o.a5
mole % f i doped bult< crystal at _t5oC.
(b) to (f ) The ùtorj.n tra_nsj.tion for a (ffo)
tnj.n
section of a O.l. moJ e ,fl Tí doped crystal abou.t
-z5oc.
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microscope the difference is obvious because of Brownian

motion of the particresu but unfortunately this is not
observable in photographs. Therefore, the change in

pattern betv¡een succeeding photographs must be used to
distinguish the difference. This coagulation probrem
occurred in this case because of ol-d corloidu but in most
cases coagulation was not a problem.
Figure 17(t¡) indicates further domain wall movemen.b
in region A. In Fig. 1?(c) regions Au B and C have all
experienced domain-walI

" An important and
interesting phenomena is the formation of a light diffuse
l-ine of co]loid in region A in Fig. 1?(e) rvhich was in
the process of forming in Fig" lz(d) " This l_ine which
effectively runs across the whole cr¡rs¡¿1 surface, is
pararrel to the intersection of another (rro) prane with
this su::face" rn Fig" rz(f ) ttre rvarl has moved further
inwards to regions B and c and the domain v¡a.r1s end on
this diffuse rvall as if it were the boundary of the crystar.
There is no evi dence of domain walls betlveen the line and
the edge of the crystal, The edge is indicated by the
bríght band in upper left-hand corners of the photographs.
Any walrs that appear are coagulated colr..oid. Eventually
all the domain rval-ls are removed in the path of the
light diffuse v,¡al-l- as the temperatlrre docreases" This
movement
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line and domain n'alls move in both an apoarent continuous
a-nd di.scontinuous fashion" The term gdiseontinuous' is
to mea.n that the colloic in the vrarl- relaxes and di.sperses
and reforms at a new site. 0n the othe:: handn 'continuous{
is to rnean movements of the wal-r v¡hich are smal-r or slov¡
enough to all_ow the col_loid to retain jts shape.
This transformation process reverses its path in an
exactly similar manner on warming back through the Morin
transition. rn fact in all- cases studiedu this was found
to be the case. However, a1I photographs were taken for
the cooling process only. The reason for this is a
resolution problem because of the time required for
sufficient colroid to deposit out at new domain boundaries.
This is not a problem on cooling since col_loid has been
atlowed to deposit out at the boundaries. In changes in
the domain structure, there is always then a high density
of colloid at adjacent boundaries to immediately supply
the new boundary with enough colloid to become visibre
on photographs. In the v,¡arming processe of eourse, no
domains are present initially
and al.so there is always
change going ono This results in much lower particle
densities a-t the boundaries so that they are not resolvabre
on photographs, but cane with care, be seen whil_e vieivi.ng
on the microscope"
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at the Morin transition for
this pure crystar was essentiaÌry typicar of nearly ar}
crysta.l snrfaces studied. The exceptions to this behaviour
were a few pure and a 0"05 mole % ri doped crystals" rn
these cases on the (lfO) surface studied the transition
occurred sgddenly with alr the domain wall-s on the surface
suddenry dispersing. Hov¡ever, on non (rro) faces these
two crysta.ls behaved in the normal manner.
This separation into two phases, with and without
The behaviour observed

v¡aIls, are apparently the weakly ferromagnetic
(v/F) and antiferromagneti-c (ar¡ states of hematite
respecti.,rsly. rn most cases it was not done by just one
f.ight diffuse coll-oid boundary, rnstead, as many as two
or three intersecting right diffuse lines, a.rl paralrel
to the intersection of (rro) planes rvith the surface,
formed the boundary between the two phases. This is
clearly illustrated in Figs. zo, 2r and zz-w]nere the
boundaries between the two phases for different temperatures are
drawn on an outline of the crysta"r surfaces, The dopant
density for these surfaces was determined by erectron
microprobe analysis along the scan paths i.ndicated.
domain

These bou.ndaries were found

to be the same before

after annealing the crystals.

and
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Figure

20,

The v/F-Al- phase boundaries obtained from clomain

observations on a 0.5 mole l7o Rlt doped bulk crysta.l

a.t

va::i ous tenperatures. They are dray¡n on the outline

of the crystal surface and the scan paths of the
el-ectron microscope ana_lysis are also shown.
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Figure 2L.
TheI//F-AF phase boundaries on a l-,0 mole % nn

crystal.
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i¡igure

22

"

The \"iF-AIr phase bounclav.ies on

crystal.

a o.l mole :r ri

dopecl
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The transformation process appeared nuch more
era-phi ca.lry in the case of thin sections as irr-us.brated

in Fig. lB(b). rn this case the a.ntiferromagnetic
reqions and weak ferronnagnetic regions are very cr-ear.
The domain warrs do not move as the bcr.r.nda'y betv¡een
the
tv¿o phases ehanges pos-ition. The temperature
sensitivity

of this transfo'mation process is irrustrated in F.ig.
rB(c).
rn these studies at the Morin transition the light intensity
of the rnieroscope was reduced by filterirr.q rvj-th a green fj-lter
and a bottr-e of water. rf howevero the J-i-,qht vras not
fil-tered it coufd reverse the transforrnat.ior.r b¡r the pl:ocess
of turning the ]_ight on and cff
" In Fig. lg(c), the
thotograph vras obtained imnedj.a_tely after turning the
i'l1-umination on. The AF-rvIì bouncìary rvas ori¿çi^arJy

a.t

the bouncla.ry of the heavily cleoosited domain walls.
The
l-ight has made the AF region revert to the rvF state v¡hich
is evidenced by the formation of much lighter donain
v¡arIs. The formation of these war_r-s occurs a fraction
of

after turning on the Iight. This sensitivit¡r
v\Ias not as great in bulk crystals
rn Ti doped specimens the lvF-AF boundary is not
alr"rays à sinqle bounciary, but can be a set of several
parallel light col-l-oicial- wal,l_s, This is irrustrated
in
a- second
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Fig" 19(f) for a (il0) surface of a o,os more /" ri doped
bul-k crystal. rn this case there are two sets of boundary
walls parallel to intersection of (ffO) planes with
crystal- surface. These walls have a separation of about
50

&.

Another l-nteresting feature in the transformatÍon
process is lllustrated in Fig. l8(d), In this case a Z
mole % ga doped thin section is undergolng the

transitlon"
A growth layer goes through the transition at a srightly
higher temperature than the two adjacent growth layers"
This can be seen by the ÂF region foilowed by a *50

strÍp of wF regíon,

þ

U strip of AF region and final.ly
a !{F region" An interesting poÍnt to note is the laek of
ehange of the domain structure in the wF strip compared
to lts structure when the crystal- was entireJ-y in vüF
*50

state.

rt

not always trr¡e that there was no significant
change in the domaín structure in the transition process"
was

to this is nost clearly irrustrated
in a 0"05 mole % ft doped thin sectlonu in Fig" l9(e).
rn this case characteristíc domain waLl_s form at the
The notable exception

and gradualry disappear as they extend
the WF regi-on,

AF*WF boundarly

further lnto

BO

After cycring crys"bars through the llorin transiti.on
up to 40 times no memory phenomena for the domain strlrctr,re
i.n Ðurîe crystals was observed. The domain stru,ctu.re
reappeared with basicall.y the same type of struc.l,nre rrut
never in an ídenticar pa.ttern. The effect of cycJ-ing is
illustrated in I.'ig. l_B(a). Howevero in doped cr¡¡sta_J.s
v¡here the dornai.n structure wa.s poor then the domain
structure reappeared in a_lmost icjentical form.

l-. X-r'al¡ Diffraction a.nd X_1rayllqurcscence.
The average distortion from the powd.er diffraction
pictures for the heavr.est doped crysta_ls of each .r;ype
are
listed in Tabre r.v. Ar-so .sSiven are the accepted ionic
radii of the el-ements. The (ZjZ) anO (3lB) lines showed
no abnormal broadening to lndicate non-stoichiometr¡, or
non-uniforn doping in the crystals,
The amolrnt of dopant present in the Rh doped crystals

obtained from intensity measu.rements from cliffra.ctometer
traces of the Rh and Fe present, are A.3? mole % and O.?5
moJ-e % nn3* for
doped 0.5 more % anci r-.0 mo re f,

'ominarry
?+
Rh- respectivel_y,

The dopant pi:esent on the snrface of the o. mole
J

%

B1
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Figure

23,

Photographs of crystaì- sur.fa-ces foi: rvhich the dopa.nt

clensity

by the erectron rnicroprobe
techniqu'e. The scan paths are arso sholvn. The crystars
analysecl v,¡ere (a) O.J mole 1/o Rhu (b) 1.0 nio).e % Rno
(c) O.l-moJe:/"fi, (a) 0,5 rnote %Gaand (e) f.0mol_e
%

et,

rva-s rneasured

(a)

lrÌ)

tel

B3

Rh clopecì sampler analysed by the electron microprobeo
was measured in single crystal form, and cornparing with the
65round up standards gavg a doping varue of 0.J mo:-.e % + Lo:'¿.

2. E]ectron Mi.croprobe Ana.l.i¡sis.
Photographs of the crystal surfaces str.rdied are
iflustrated in Fig. 23, The scan paths studied are a.l-so
indica.ted" In Fi.-g, Zl+-Z? a.re gra.phed the ciopant density
along the scan pa.ths, Ai-so, plotted on the granhs of
Fig. 24-26 are the corresponding tviorin transition temperatures along the scan paths obtained frorn Figs . zo-22.,
The dopant density was cal-cu]ated from eounts of dopant
fl-ourescent radiation and compared to that of a pure
stanoara80" Baclcground cou.nts were obtai.ed. by bracrreting

the flourescence peak. Thusr'the error bars on dopant
density are obtained just from the standard statistiear.
error fÑ ror N counts. The Ga and Al doped specimens
gave constant density l-evels across arl the scan paths.
No value was obtainable for the Gallium doping because

no standard

a.vailabte" The aluminnm doping did not
give a meaningful value because of the extremely low
intensity compared to the background revel and aL.so
possibly because of absorption in the hematite crystal_"
vsas

B¿J,

Figure 24.
Graphs of rn anri cloping along scan paths obta ineci

from e.Lec-bron micronro'oe ana.lysis for 0.J mole % An
cloped

crystal.
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Fi-gure 25,
Graphs of
mo-l-e

.

and doping a.long scan paths for l.O
% nn dopecl crysta_l.
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Figu.re 26.
Graphs of Tn and cloping along scan Þaths for O.l.
mole ,,2 Ti cioped cr¡rstal.
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Þ'iqr;.re 27
^

Graohs of cìoping along the scan paths of 0,5 mol.e
Ga. anrl 1, 0 mole i/, AI doped crystals,
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3' x-r

aphic and Optical Observations.
The x-ray topographs of various bulk and thin section
porished and hígh temperature annealed crystaI surfaces
showed no defeets other than those observable with the

nicroscope.

The nicroscope had somewhat

better resolution
and therefores all resuLts are those obtained optical-ly.
rt
was hoped that the x-ray topographic studles would show
dlslocations especÍ.aIly in regíons of the crystar where
changes in type of donain strueture oeeurred. HovJever,
no such defects were observed.
some of the geometry of the cryetal_s on removal from
the flux was described prevíously" Tn generalu most crystars

did not show an id.ear box-r-ike strueture because of growth
eonditions in the flux" If the crystal- was isolated and
grew at the bottom of the crucible then it wouLd be a
close approximation to this ideal structure" The face
adJaeent to the crucibre would be the irregular face
containing the nucl-eatíng point and the terrnínatlon of
successive growth layers" This face would. have no specific
orlentation, An exampJ-e of this face is illustrated ln
Fig" z8(d). The nucreating point appears to be ín the
centre of the face surround.ed by triangl_es of growth
J-ayers
" As can be seen this crystal d.oes not appear
box-Iike because of the

B9

Figure 28.

. Photographs of crystals and crystal surfaces.
(a) (rÏo) pollshed surfaee, after annealing, showing
twlns in dark field eontrast"
(b) Flux etching of a (11o) virgin erystal surface,
(e) Twins on an annealed poLished surfaee in bright
field contrasto
(d) crystal showing nucreating point surround.ed by
termination of growth platelets.
(e) crystar showing tvro (11o) faces and region where
(f)

these facese growth terminated..
Terraced structure of cryetal grown at surface of
flux on the síd,e of the erucibLe,

I t i ili

rt
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presence of other crystal growth interference.

Figure zB(e)
i-l .lustrates some (ffO) fa.ces of a crystal and a region
ol
termj-na-tion of growth layers because of interfer.ence
a neighbouring crystal. I,'igure zB(t) shor.vs a crystal glroivn
on the sicle of the crucibte. This crystar sho's terra.ceci
(ffO) planes instead of single smooth (ffO) plane.
This
type of strr-rcture is very typicar of doped crystal growth.
F'igure ZB(a), (b) and (c) j-1]-ustrate microscopic features
of crystal surfaces. The appearance of virgin (rro) faces
i.s sho'n in l.'ig. 28(b). rt has a. mottled a.ppeal:ance
because of flux etching. This etching revears some type
of directional propert¡r whjch divj.des the su.rface into
three regi ons. It could perhaps be rela.becl -bo direction
of growth of the pl-atelet. Another feature is the presence
of a very faint stra.ight line across the surface parallel
to intersection of (flO) planes with the surface. This
is simil-ar to the r-ines observed on pol.ished surfaces
after high temperature annearing. These are typicarry
illustrated in Fig. ZB(a) anO (c) in dark and bright fietd
contrast respectivel¡r. The cla.rir fíerd observation shows
that these lines appear i-n pairs, The distance betv¡een
o.,,1

them sometimes varies r^¿i.th them finaìIy rneeti-ng and

disappearlng. Bright fier-d showed that these lines

91

contrast on tirting the surface to angles of
-5-L0o. This indieates that these rines are lovr angle
twins. This ar-so exptains why they appear ln pairs, The
changed

angle appears to be about right for a (rro) twin since
the angle between (ffO) planes ís
-9lpo leading to a-Bo
tilt between twinned (ffO) planeso

0,

Bul=lc

I"

tiagnetizqtlon lvleasurements.
Nlagne-EsÌngLer Measurementg"

Figures 29 and jo irlustrate hysteresis J.oops for
two large burk specimens before and after annearing, A
much smaller werr anneared, speeímen exhibited a hysteresis

illustrated in Fig. 31" Hysteresis loops showed no
difference as a function of orientation ín the large burk
samples. rn the one large burk sampre, the wasp-rvaísted.ness
was removed on annealing but for the other it was
only
partia]-ly removed" The better J-arge sampre also showed
closure at rower fierds and a higher monent at closure"
l-oop

The smaller speeimen showed no wasp-waist and arso
showed
even higher moment'and lower field at elosure than
the

large sampl-es' Figure 32 shows the magnetization versus
magnetlc field up to nearly saturation, The interesting
point is the lack of saturatÍon until- about 2-¿l k'e which

9z

Figure 29"
Hysteresis loops of pure burk crystal_ before and after
annealing at 12000c. This speeimen grew at surface

of fluxo
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Figure

30"

Hysteresis loops of pure bulk crystal before and after
annealing at l-z0ooc" rhis erystal grew near the
bottom

of the crucibLe,
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Figure
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F'igure 32,
lìiiagnetization as a. function of fier_d in the basal
pla-ne and lrp to satura_tion, for the same
sa.mple e.s

in Fig "
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is

larger than the fierds of 3o-roo 0e required for
hysteresls roop elosure. smarler burk sampres ar_so
showed a variation in magnetization as a function
of
directlon in the basaÌ plane at fields higher than those
necessary for hysteresis 1oop elosure.
Measurement of magnetization versus temperature for
the nominally 0.5 and I.0 mole % nn d.oped hematite are
illustrated .in Fig. )J and J4 respectively. The magnetization
was measured at two field values of 100 0e and L5
koe.
At 100 Oeu where the field is sufficlentry low as not to
shift r¡¡ø the samples shor¡¿ a gradual change in magnetization
over -5o to t5oc and Lso to 45oc for the 0.J and. 1.0 moLe
% nn respectivery" The Lj koe field shifts T* downrvard
by
-?oc for the nominalJ-y 0.J mole % nn doped samples"
much

2.

Mössbauer Speetra Observatlons.

intensities for severar_ 6 peak spectra were
obtalned by a least squares cornputer fit to Lorentzian
shaped peaks without eonstraints62. The resulting
intensitles and their errors for the dlfferent spectra
are given in fable v. The theoretiear intensities of
the peaks
g/u(t+cos2f ) r 3stnzQ I 3/U(r+ço"2g tor
)
^r"62
the !r6tZu5e JuI+ peaks respectlvely. The angle ir the angle
0
The peak
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Figrire 33,

a function temperature through the
i\'iorín transition at loo oe a-nd 15 koe for a cyrindrica_l
0.J mole 7L Rh doped crystal"
l\llagne'bization as
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Figure )4.
lrÌa.gnetiza.tion as a function of temperature throu.gh

the Iviorin transiti-on at IOO Oe for a cylindrical
l-.0 mole "t'o Rh cioped crystaJ_.
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Tabl e V.

l'{ossbauer Snectra. Para-meters

(a) F'irst I
Pealr
Pos it i on

(pp)

mm2

region.

Peak Heieht
(nu¡ oY %

Absorotion

Peak !'ì¡idth

at Ha.lf Heiqh-b
(P',våH ) number
of channe]_s
o

1

5.6?+Lt%

to.z+6,1"

2

2. 50tll,'1

9,I2+I71/"

.zBlT

6,30-!tt14

3
Lp

6

(b)

Seconri.

'

Lt.

for (lTo) rr'in section.

" 5ló

) "l+l-r9l/"

Peak Intensi.t¡,r

or'\ =
(rH¡ x (p'¡¡å-x)
f
\*

f

/

57 .B

.>o/
a(.vLt/.-t t.-t)-),t

27.0
cA ^

2.33!ro"/,

7L " 3tL5/"

26.

5 . Ot+i5",i"

L) " 5!Z:,¿

58.o

",

l.Jr2 regior.

(rn¡

'ÞtÄt-J-TJ

P}I

¡ r,;,rr

PI

1

B

,69¡t¡7'

9.85t6/"

85.4

2

B.t97ta.5.r"

g.89!7",6

81.

3

5

.23!Bl,

8.96!t2%

L+6.8

l+

5.4+tz%

6

B

. 3B+ù.

0

tt

7

.BZ¡4.5,1

r0.L!7%

5.6
non

7

" 53!t+.5%

Lo.Tt6.5"Ã

80.

5%

6

100

Table V. continued

(c) Thj.rd I
(re

mm2

region,
py¡åH

PH

¡

l

4,49!57/,

L2 .4t?%

2

2,73!gt"

9.

3

3,0t+9',¿

9

4

PI

55.7

Lo!18%

24.8

.35tr3i,6

28.L

3,6j!9iá

6.54!L5%

¿),ö

5

2"59!10%

9

.07!L9%

23"5

6

LP.B9t5/"

(d)

t¡/hol-e

e.55!B%

46"6

Prvån

P]

thin section.

(ru¡

PH

I

L3. 5!)..r%

tz " 6tt.6/,

L70

a

7,7OtZ,z/"

ro .6t3,ft

81,

5

3

Lo .4.!L . r%

7,99!4%

83.

o

4

I0 .2!L.

B

5

7

6

13 .

r%

.6?.t2.3%

LlLr%

.6t¡3,'7"

87 "0

L0 .3!3%

78.5

L2. 5!r.7%

L64
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between

the directlon of propogation of the

and the antiferromagnetic

axis.

Assuming

garnma

rays

in the ease of

that the angre the moment makes with the crrystal
eurface is either t
@ or ø, ó+t8oo then 0 = tgoo+ þ .
donai-ns

Therefore, the average varue of @ can ue obtained from
the Mössbauer spectra data and. is given in Table v.

of the experiment to determiníng the
antlferrornagnetic axis angle relatlve to the basar prane
are illustrated in FÍg. is, protted are the 2 peak for
0o and tl5o tilts and. the 1 peak for lJo tilt,
calculation
of the angle 0 from the theoretical intensities gives
0= L5 and' !z4o for tirts of 0o and t15o respectivery.
The resul-ts

t02

Fígure 35.

for tlJo and oo orientation
of a (fTO) t¡¡in section. The I peak is shown
onl-y for L5o orientation and the z peak for ar-l
Mossbauer spectra

orientatíons.
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V.

of Resul.ts .
A. The Dornain Stiructure of Hematite.
1. The Orientation of lhe Doma-ins'Magnetizations
For the N-domains a structu,re consistent with the

Discuqs i on

observations is a 180o war-r- structure of sr_a.b-rike domains
and/or cylindrical domains of irregular cross-section74.

This structure idearly is then indi.cative of a stripe
domain stru.cture, Thus, the stripe domain st*rctnre
equation for domain wall energies can be applied to obtain
estimates of walr energies, For the b'r_k crystars these

will be very rough but shoutd be sornewhat better in the
case of the thin sections. The data of Table rrr give
varues of fr¡10-2e rgs/e^Z for bur-k crystals and
3-r5xlo-Z
.rgs/c^2 with the best var-ues being
-lx10-2"rgr/"o2 for
thin sections. The calcu.lations from thin sections assumed
that the moment is perpendicu.lar to the surface. However,
this is not necessar.iì-y true" f f instead the magnetiza-bions
make an angle

@witrr surface then the domain energy is
actually reduced by =inzþ. Therefore, the varues
cal-culated are upper bounds on the domain war-r energy.
what Ís the angre @r Magnetosta.tic energy wour-d
I
prefer @to
be zero for thin sections. Therefore, sone
kind of anisotropy is responsibre.. Magnetocrystarr-ine

101+

in-prane anisotropy is extrernely smarr but possibry

sufficient to prod.uee â Dorl-zêFo ó. However, sections
cut pararler to the hard and easy dfrections indicate
that this is not the real eause, Therefores the only
other cause is nagnetoerastic anisotropies" These would
arise only if strains were present in the crystals, That
thls is the case is clear from the Mðssbauer data in
Tabl-e v" The large change in the rerative
intensities
of the peaks for different parts of the thin section
índicates there is a large change in the angle oue,
Q
the crystal. That these varíations occur is arso
indlcated by the apparent ehanges in d.omain structure
over nany thin-sections. since, typically, the
magneto_
static energies of the stripe donain structures are
-0or .rgr/"^3 and the magnetoerastic coupJ-ing constants
.""30 -r0-50x ro6erge/e*3 th"r, extrenely snarr average
strains -2-l0xl0-9 would be sufficient,
Therefore, a reasonabre noder is a variation of
0
over the whole domain structure ín ord.er to accommodate
a variation of strain in the crystal" Howevero the
densíty of frux indicates that arthough this variation
of angLes occur'u the d,o¡nain angrest@ are not too snarr
are closer toipgo than oo. rf
óbecomes too smarr the

and

r8oo
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strncture does not appear ,bo be the most stabr
e
structu're ancr this stru.cture disappears or
converts to
a CN-domain structure"
domain

The cN-domains appear

to be non r8oo walrs with
the domains having the moment at
t@wrtn respect to
crystal surface, The evidence for this is the switching
, of the domain warrs at -4 oe on reversing the direction
of the magneti-e fietd pa::allel to the crystal surfa-ce
but
with the fierd stil r indicati.ng the presence of
only two
d.main phases. Also, the fa-intness of the colr.oid
v¡ar_rs
indicates that Ó t" eonsiderabry ress than goo except
where they terminate at N-domai-ns. The
angre þstirr
appears to vary from place to place in the
crystal si'ce
they generalty disappear and reappear in various
regions
of the surface. The fact that the angr_e betv¿een
adjacent
ciornains is 2parso wour-d then account
for the appear:ance
of very wide ri-cromains superimposed on the cN_domains
observed j.n one

case.

The lva.ll energy

of the CN_dorna.ins
is then fr, -ro-lsinþ
"rg,=/"^2. Unf ortunately, i t does
not aFpe'r nossíbr e that -this type of dom'in structure
js stabilj.zed by i.n-pfane ma.gnetocrJ¡stalljne
s j.nce

anisotropy

it is observecl cnly in (fTO) ttrin sections which
contain the easy directi.on for magneti.zation.
The one
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specimen which they almost completely covered was

a

rra-rticularl"y r,velI annealed highly perfect specimen.
Therefore, it must be stabirized by onry very smar_l

strains. However, in the case where they coexisted with
a mainly N-domain strueture they occur because of changing
states of strain in the erystal.
The c-domains do not appear to behave as rear domains
at allo however, they do indicate some kind of regurar
significant spatial variation in the magnetizati.on. The
most important feature¡ âS with cN-domains is thei_r
unusuar direction from which they do not deviate. Another
important feature is the colroid density tendency to
change in intensity, finally, disappearing in many regi-ons.
This indicates a spatial variation of the moment in the
domain itself . The narrow rvidth wour_d indicate, on
the
basis of the stripe domain formur-a a warr energy possibty
considerably less than 10-2ergs /.^.
The unusuar behaviour of the domain structures in
a magnetic fiel-d and their unusua] character in some
cases indicates

that there are some strongly anisotropic
effects occuring. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy does
not âppear to fit in with this behaviour, The basal
prane anisotropy is very weak and if it did have
any

L07

effect there shourd be characteristic signs of three-fold
beha-vi our. The out-of-basal plane anisotropy
is so large
that it can be effectively regarded a.s infinite for
domain behaviour. Thu.so arr that remai.ns is magnetoerastic
colrnling.

C'early, the regularity of the three domain types
indi.cate tha-t if the magnetoera.stic interaction is the
important interaction for arr. domains then this interaction must have some fundamental nature rather than just
a random interaction with strain causing crysta.t defects,
A reasona.bre assunrption for a ciomain structu.re is that
there be no magnetoerastic interaction betv¡een adjacent

domai's. cr earry this condition i-s satisf ied i f the
domains are in exactly the same strain state. Fronl
the
discu.ssion in the introduction it is crear that l8oo
domains satisfy this condítion. The out-of-basar prane
shear components rota.te 36o0 when the moment rotates

al1 the other components depend onJ-y on the
direction not the s.ign of the moment" [hereforeo such
wal]s could be in arbitrary directions and wourd appear
to explain the N-donains.
1B0o and

this may be too restrictive a condition.
A more general condition for no interaction is for
the
Hov¿ever'
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magnetostriction paralrel- to the d.omain wal_rs to be
constant going from one domain to another. The conditions
under v¡hich this can occur can be determined from equation
(ls) which for the weakly canted state can be reduced to

the form

L= (9.r2-&,rt)*

cos2

Ó*

zCX*CXyN

sinzþ

+ Z%xd.z L sin2 Q * zdydrL coszþ
Ó t= the angre the spin axis makes wj.th the x axis
or the moment makes with the y axis. Then if two ad j ac ent
domains have moments atonSÉ1, and
Q, then it is required
that fuØtl = LJÓr) pararlel to the domain watr. The
most reasonabl-e structure to consj.der is
ó, = _ó, or
l8o-ør since neart-y arr of the surfaces studies were
where

parallel to either the x or y axis. Alson the resulting
expression would then be complex and lead to no meaningful
solu'tion for any other case" rf
Ó, = Q for convenience
then for the two cases suggested, setting

fuø)-furu?-6r

=

o

gives

t\Cf,xoÇ+LCX*CXZ=0
Thj.s expression

results in two sol-u.tions for a plane.
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They are C(* = o or

æ = - *. rt is fortuitous that

these cases read to a p]ane across which the pa.ra1lel

orfaru constant, since this is exactr-¡r f,þs
requirement for domain rvall_s. Therefore, domain phases
mal<ing angle= tÓ with respect to the x or y
axis require
the domain v¡arfs to be paralrel to either the y-z prane
or the prane parar-rel to the x axis at angle to the
\û
)¡ axis. The second plane is given by
tantfl =-* = -ffitzoø
cornponents

æ=

using the mea,surements of Levitin et ^r30'63, which
a va.l-uu V= -ZZo!4o. The ba.sal plane has threefold

gi.ves

therefore, the coordinate system may be rotated
11200 about the z axis and simi.rar resurts hold for these
coordinate systems. f t would, appear that these war_r-s
are
a possible explanation for the c- and.cN-domains obserr¡ed.
symmetryu

The cN-domains were meas'red

to have an angle

VI y axis in the (lTO) sr-rrface which is in
reasonabr-e
'greement with the value carculated for vI .
These walts might be present on a tffã) surface,
however,
they would be difficutt to distin,guish from r80o domains
since the ( riã) surfa.ce contains the x-2, prane. vi
arrs

-Z60¡Z0 r¡¡ith the
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paralrer- to the y-z plane should be visible
in the (rrã)
plane but not (rÏo) planes. This courd then explain

the

walr-s perpendicular

to basal plane observed. ín the (rrã)
thin section of Fig" Ij(c) which gradually disappear.
The domain moments0 angles

as the walLs

tþ ure srowly varying to

zero

further away from the defect region"
The expranation for the c-domains appears to be the
-ft from two of the three
proiection of the pranes
=
æ
possible coordinate systens onto the (ffO) pLanes" Ihese
planes make an angJ.e og
-t22o with the x axis of the third
coordínate system in the (ffO) plane, The third coordinate
systemes x axis lies in the (ffO) plane itself so that
-ft
the plane
æ = woura result in domain walls
indistinguishable from N-domain walls" The +?Zo is in
reasonable agreement with the neasured !23.50 for pure
specimens the discrepancy for the Ti, doped, ease courd
possibly be caused by a srnall change in the rnagnitude of
some of the rnagnetoel-astie interactions. rn the
case of
Tíu the valence Ís +4 which produces a strong coupring
with the magnetic sub-lattices.
The difficurty with this expranatíon ls that the
move

two domain phases wourd have unsymmetric magnetic charge
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densities at the crystal su.rface. Thereforeu such a.
ciomain structure could not be stabilized magnetostatically.
However, there is evídence to su.ggest that j.t could be
stabil-ized magnetoerasticatly by a changing shear stress
through the crystal as occurs at the AF-V/F boundary.
These type of wall.so in the ease of some doped crysta.lso
form in the i¡lF pha.se at the boundary as illustrated in
!'ig. l-9(c), (¿), (e) orî (f), In the AF phase there is
no magnetostrictjon ancJ therefore, the a1¡erage r¡aqnctostrietion paral.J-e1 to the (f fO) ¿f'-'¡¡p bounci,arr.es woulcj
try to be as sme*l1- a.s possible" This could occìrlî if the
moment in the \¡trF phase rota.ted t+5o in the basa.l pJ-ane
a.t the boundary" Thj_s would resul_t in the a,pparent
C-Comain wall at the boundary which would gradual.l¡r
riisa.ppear further awa-y from the bou.ndar¡r.
For the case where these domains appear without an
AF-\\¡F boundary the stabilizing influence could be the
growth structure of the crystal. That shear stress oecurs
in the crystal is evid.enced by the appearance of (ffO)
twins on anneall.ng. This suggests that each grovuth
Ia¡rer couì-d be associated with a shear stress producing
a varia.'bion of shear stresses in going from one (f fO)
groivth layer to the next. This could then result in a

LTz

variation of the moment or spin-axis
angle relativo to the (ffO) growth layer across the
pLus and minus

layers

"

2"

The Strqqtgre

of the Domain Walls.

Sinee hematite has lts ferromagnotic component
produced by a velry small cantíng between two antiferromagnetic sub-lattices, tlo distlnct types of I80o
wal-l nodels are possibl-e, The two elasses of wall_s are
an antiferromagnetie*ferromagnetlc (¿p-n) and a purely
ferromagnetie (F) waLl as suggested by Nathans

"t'uI.6þ
for walls paral-ret to the basal plane
are illustrated in Figs, J6 and. 3? respectively"
These two models

slnce magnetoelastic i-nteraction energies resurted
ín walls with energies l0-lergs /"^2s wê proposed65 tn^t

the

walls in order to account for the
observed much Lower domain walL energies" The unusuaL
nature of this wal-i. requires that the canting vector
change sÍgn aeross the wall. Thls proposal l-ed to a
certain amount of controversy about its valídity "66'6? '68
However, sj.nee the work of Levitin et rt30 it has been
possible to make a more careful analysis of the magneto18oo wall-s were F
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Flgure 36.

for an antiferromagnetic-ferro¡nagnetic
walL parallel- to the (fff) plane"
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el-astic coupl-ing rvhich nov¡ all-ows the lttr-donai.n walls to
be explainecl in terms of an AF-f' 1B0o wal-l, Also, it
would appear that the F vrall lvou.l-d result in a magnetoelastic interaction between the domains unless they had
forms simj.lar to the C- and CN-domains. Thus, the
advantage of a mueh lower wal-l energy woul.d l¡e null-ified
by this interaction.
1.'or the moment a lBOo AF-F domain wal.l parall-elto the basa.l plane onl-y will be considered" Then a-ssuming
that the moment in the domain wa]l sees the strai-n of the
domains equ.ations (f¡) and (f+¡ can be reduced to give
t' = E" r E*. = ,zl(Ilrr-nt2)¡t + sr¿ul]
"o=zQ

l- constant

= -K "o=þo constant, K=o
=( =inzQ +constant
where ø is the angle of the moment in the domain wal-I
rel-a.tive to tha-t of one of the domain phases. K is the
effectjve anisotropy constant because of magnetoelastic
coupling and can be applied to the domain wall- energy
formula given by equations (26) and (2?). Then from
the data of VoigtSl
Levitin et ul-30, K has a value
"-r,d
of 5L4 n"g=/"r3 !20/", The exchange constant n = åÀ H2u2
has a val-ue of -2x10-6.rg"/.^ for domain wal-ì-s paral let to

1r6

the basal plane, Therefore, a 1800 domain warr paraJ-J-e1
to the basal plane has an energy of -l.3xlO-L"rgr/. 2 ¡ZOV""
This is considerably higher than the energy calculated
from the data of Table III.
However, from Fig" t6 tfre
saturation domain width because of the applied stress
gíves a wall energy of lO-lergs /"^2,

These two values

are in reasonable agreement"
A possible explanation for the difference of domain
waIl energy wlth and without applied stress ls the significance of the shear component Bf4. In an idealLy
plane 18Oo r¡rall paral-lel to the basal plane the shear
component does not contribute any magnetoel-astic energy
to the d.omain rvall" The shear component can forrow the
rotation of the moment in the wa}l without any strain
energy since the distortions at different points in the
wall wil-l not interact" Therefore, under no external
stress the effectíve anisotropy constant K1 is just
â
Kl = z(Brl-Blz)N = 54.5 ergs/cm).
This results in a domain wall energy of 4x10-2"rgr/. 2.
this value is now in reasonable agreement with those
obtained from the data of rabre rrr, under the applíed
stress it is necessary for the crystal to have exaetly
the same strain state and therefore, the shear component

tL7

wil-l now contribute"
\{a}ls not parallel to the basal- plane will be of
significantly higher energy since the sublattice moments
are effectively constrained to the basal- plane. This
then requi-res that ei-Lher div U / O or the canting would
have to disaopear in the wal1. The situation coul-d
possibly be a combination of these two factors but in any
event wilt lead to a wall- approximately an orcier of
ma.gnitude larger in energy. Therefore, unless loca.lstrains in the crystal necessitate it the walls will
always be as close as possj-bte to parallelism with the
basal plane. This is then in agreement lvith observations.
b) The C- and CN-Domain

Wa-lls"

lvalls appear to be the same, however, for
the C-domain structure magnetostatic considerations do
not appear to play any role, These walls are parallel
to planes given ¡v .$l = -L. This plane malçes
aplrroxima.tety -26; Så4" -T*n *n. o*ri. prane. rhese
These two

rvalls then v¡il-I have cliv m / O. A sma.l-l change in
canting an,g1e in the wal--l. could allow div rn - 0 in the
v¡all-. This u.nfortrrnately v¡ould reouire too large a.rt
increase in the wa.l-I energy. Hovrever, since the waII
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onl-y makes an angle of 260 with the basal plane, for walls
where Q+On -+So the magnetostatic energy of the waf t. will

be nerligible compar:ed to the rvall- energy according to
Kaczers resu.lts for 600 t¡¡al.ls shov¡n in Table I. The
demagnetizing field of the wall is treated as an effective

uniaxial anisotropy constant. Therefore, the magnetosta'bic energy of these r¡¡alls will be ignored compared to
the magnetoelastic anisotropy energy, For a wal-l of angle
2Ó equation (26) gives the watl energy as

rwQQ) = 4Ñ (r-cosp)
= o. 13 ( r.-cos @)
In this case the correct value of the anisotropy constant
K i.s that including the shear component since the wal1 is
not parallel to the basal plane.
The CN-domain spacing for the 300&thick specimen
6çives, according to equation (32) , a. wall energy of

rwQQ) = 0.1

=ir.,z@.

Since these values for fru are only approxirnate, to get
val-rre for@ from the two values is not worthivþile.
However, since =inz@ and r-cos@ have almost the sa.me
magnitude for an Qrthen these values have reasonably
good agreement.

If the C-domain stri:cture were stabitized

magneto-

a
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statically

then their equilibrium spacing would inrÌicate

I energies -LO--Z to lo-4ergs /.^2 which are
significantly lower than any theoretical estimate of rval 1
energies. This is another indj-cation that these wall-s
must be stabil-ized by a mechani.sm such as magnetoetastic
coupling to the grovrth stnrcture. CN-domains are not
observed in bul-k specimens. This is probably because the
demagnetizing effect of the domain wal-ls becomes nonnegligible. Also, possibly the strain effects are too
complex in bulk crystals and only in a thin section can
a rel-atively strain free crystal be obtained,
There is al-so the possibility of a domain wall- paralle1
to y-z planes. There is only one circumstance r¡¡here this
was observed and is illustrated in Fig. 13(c). These
v¿all-s would involve a much larger magnetostatic energy
than CN-domain walls. Also, in this case, they indicate
a chan.ting @ along their length making energy calculations
difficult.
They are clearly stabilized on crystal defects
and therefore, any energy cal-culations would probably
be misleading. Tn general then these walls woulcl not
be exnecteri to occur as a result of rnagnetosiatic effects.
wal
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B. The Uiorin Transition.
the results clearly indicate the phase change occurs
via the growth structure of the crystaI" The boundary
between the AF and WF phases always appears to be (ffO)
growth planes, The process always either starts or ends
at the last growth layer or the apparent crystal growth
nucleating point" The results for Rh and Ti doped crystals
clearLy show that the wide transition temperature range
is a resul-t of non-uniforrn doping, wlth a single transition
temperature for a specific doping" The non-unifornr doping
accordíng to electron microprobe analysis, changes with
the growth layers, The data of Figs, 25-26 gives a shift
T, of the transition per mo1e % ímpurity as
-\ooc/weight % nn = - 5ooC/moue % Rhe*
and - -2?Ool,,/weight % ri - ,- -BOo /moLe % li4*

error in these values of a multípJ-icative
constant because of the method of electron nieroprobe
anal-ysi.s for dopant density. However, in the case of the
0,J mole % nn sarnpl-eu flourescence analysis of the same
surface gave reasonable agreement with the electron microprobe value. This value was calcul-ated assuming the
doping was constant al-ong boundaries paral1eI to the
There may be an

AF-WF phase

boundaries and evaluating an average doping

for the surface using the doping values along the

scan

]-2l-

paths.
The pure Ga and At dorred specimens showed

a.

transition range of 70-zo} except in the ca.se of the
heavjly Ga doped specimen i-ll-ustrated in Fig. fB. Thrs
a^
is in agreement with other tneasurements¿' and is probabty
also a. i:esul-t of non-u.nifor,'n clopi.ng in the l-ast few grolvth
layers " The electron rnicroprobe Ga anal.ysis did not show
any non-uniformity. However, this v/as a specimen of low
doping whi.ch had a narrot\r transition"
The pure crystals stilt had a t::ansition over a
finite temperature range which foll-ovreC the grorvth structure
d possib-'1-y be clr-te to changing internalstress during growth. Hor'/ever, a more li.keIy reason j.s
agai.n inpurities . I f 1;his j s the case, imouri'by levels
of -0.01 - 0,02. mol-e /, of Ti and Rh or similar elements
su.ch as Sn v¡ould be all that is necessiary to produce this
result. The purity of the chemicals was reagent grade
so tha-b this amount of impurity i-s a. distinct possibility.
Anal.ysis for su.ch concentrations was beyond the scope of
the present work.
A possibl e model- for the way ín which the dooants
wi-th a lf valence state effect the lì.{orin transition can
be based on -bhe lattice distortion effect of the dopants
al so. This

cor-r-l
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prociucing a,n ef f ective pressure. The It{orin tra"ns ition
has been shown to have a. pressure dependen.uTZ' 73'
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of a.bout +2,îoc/lcbar initially and decreasing to
+I.)oC/kbar at pressures S5reater than -6 Ìcbar. Also, the
on microcr;rsf,¿1 =î^"?6' ?? ha.s been
a.na.ìysed j-n terms of a lattice expansion a.nd related to
dependence

of

T¡,4

effectir¡e 'oressure model-" Tha"t this mocìel is
qualitati.ve1y correct, in the present ca-se, can be seen
by compa.r:ing Atm w j.th the dif f erence betweeir ionic racl j i
a.n

of the clopai'rts ancl iron, Dopa.nts n'ith Larger ionic radii
than iron force the ox)¡gen ions to reduce the space
availa'ole to the iron ions. This is then equivalent to
contractions of the Ìattice by an external positive
pressure which should increase TNI in agreement with the
observations. Conversely smaller ionic radii dopants a.llow
more lîoom for the iron j-ons resulting in an effective
negative pressrre which lowers Tiut" A quantitative
analysis is difficult because of an added complication
of a real lattice di stortion" Also, it is diff icul-t to
determine exactly how the impurities distort the la-btice.
The effect of Rh ions on the transition temperature
was conside::ably greater than that observed by othersT8 ' 79
on Rh doped polycrystatlj.ne hematite. However, pofy-
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crys-balline mate:ria.ls resul-t in particle size effects
as we-Ll as possi.bly non-stoichiometr¡r problens.
The effect of the transition on the domain structure
never' appeared in most cases to be more than bhat of

a

only exception to this
was the appearance in an oecasional thin section of
C-domains at the phase boundary probably because of a
magnetoel-astic effect rectru.iring the magnetostriction
in the Wl'phase to go to zero at the boundary" Obviously,
l-ocal strains interact with the domain structure and
should therefore, produce some effect when the WF-AF
boundary crosses them. These effects' appeared however,
to be small indicating that either the¡r were almost
compl-etely annealed out or that they had a speci-al form
such as shear stresses related, to the grovrth strticture.
The results of Blackman et at7-tl indicate a crystal
with a number of la.rge stress centr'es. Also, the
transition temperature indicates the presence of impuri-ti.es.
The diffuse colloid boundaries formed at the boundary
of the AIr-wF phases wa.s prodtrced by the fringing field
gradient. The phase boundaries that showed several
diffuse l-ines were probably caltsed by grov;th layers under
the surface going throu¿5h the transition at a different
chang;ing IVF pha-se bound.ary. The
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transition temperature fron the surface above, These
growth layers would magnetoeJ-astically effect the surface
layer producing a domain boundary-like effect on the
surface still in the WF stateo
No temperature hysteresís effeet was detected in the
transltion to withín the accuracy of the experiments of
about IoC"

u Bulk Magnetization l\{easurements "
1. MagnetometpE-lvleAqqrelne-nt-g."
The hysteresis loop indicate that ln unannealed
crystals there was a large number of dor¡aÍn waLl pinning
effects as indicated by the wasp-waistedness of the
hysteresis Loop" Howeveru after annealing, this disappeared and the loops became much broad.er indlcating a
C

greater contribution from purely magnetostatic effects.
[he percentage of saturation at loop closure also
inereased significantly but was still much less than the
saturation moment of -0"4emu/gm. This indicates that
there are still local stress effects producing a variation
of the preferred magnetization direetion in the crystal,
This is stiLl consistent with a slab-like 1B0o domain
structure because for 1B0o d.omains it ís possible.for the
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magnetization to vary v¡ithout affecting the domain walls.
]{owevero for cy}indrical domains variation of magneti zation
direc-bj-on vrould produce walls of cliv m / O. Therefore,

cylincìrical domains may have to change directj-on of thei:r
axis and in a bulk crystal the apparent cylindrical
domains st::ucture coul-d actually be a Iittl-e more complex
then indj-cated bJ, the domain patterns.
f'or sma.l,ler bulk specimens the loops appea.red wicìer
anrl closure occu.rred at lower fj.efds and higher
magnetizations indicating that thin sections could possibly
be of ver¡r high perfecti.on with tittte stra.in effects.
However, measuremen'b of these effects is impossible by
magnetorneter techniques. It v¡ould be possible to do it
by l,ilössbauer techniques but the lol accuracy of the
results and the time consuming aspect malte it un::ealistic.
The measurements of the magnetization of Rh doped
samples at the Morin transi'Lion indicate a temperature
range for Tp, within those of the domain measurements,
This is as shoul-d be expected si nce the magnetometer
samples were cylinders cut out of a single crysta.l. The
Morin transi.tion temperature showed a. shift becau.se of
an applieci fjeld of -O,50C/kOe which is in agreement
with temperature shifts measured by others69.
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"

IVi6ssbau,er

Nf

easurements.

that even in large
thin sections (Z cms x I"5 cm) va.ria.tions in magnetiza.tion
direction occur. Thus, strain effects are still important.
However, domai-n observa.tions indicate that in some
spec.imens a high degree of perf ecti on wj.th very I ittle
I!1össbauer measurements indica-te

strain can occur.
The experiment to detect whether the spin axis

was

canted out of the basa.l plane gave indicatj on that this
was the case in a.greement ivith Searl-e?O. The val.ue of

-10o ti lt appears significantly larger than that
attributable to errors such as geometry. There migh'b be
a fr.¡.ndamental error in the technique" It sti1.1 appearb'
hovrever, that a. more careful exÞeriment performed over a
Ionger time is worthwhile. The original irurpose of the
e>rperiment was to show that the canting vectorp cou1.d
change sign in hematjte, This was possible if there is
a til-t of the spin axis out of the basal pl.ane since the
tv¡o sta'bes corresponding to +,p v;ould have opposite tilts7l.
Therefore, if only one state existed then the experiment
should shornr a.n a.s)/mmetry in the 2r5 pealts for the +15o
cornÞared to the -15o orientation" The experiment slrowed
no asymmetry. Thj-s coul-d be expl.ained also by a splittjnsr
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up to the spins into four sub-lattices?o as weLl as the
exi-stence

of the !flstatesn

Therefore, a definite

concl-usion other than the apparent existence

is

5-mpossible

of a tilt

"

D. Crvstal Physical Characteristics.
the czystals grow with (ffO) plane from some
nucleating point" Subsequent growth appears to start from
the corners of two (ffo) surfaces ln layers of -50 ll,
The ímpuritÍes or dopants have the maximum density at the
nucLeating polnt" This would suggest ln some cases that
the dopants, Like Rh and Ti are preferential-ly absorbed
into the lattice and increase the llkelihood of nucleation
of new growth layers, It ls aLso lnteresting to note
that the non-uniform doping occurs for ions of larger ionic
radii then iron ions. Thus, lt appears that the larger ions
are energetically preferred in the growth of hematite. The
ions of srnaLler ionlc radii show no large variation of
doping other than that occurring in small regions which showed
an anomolous increase in dopant densi-ty. These probably
occur at inclusions or crystal def ects " There is al-so the
possibility of formation of different phases such as
GaFeO2
) and also possib3-y lneomplete solution of the dopant"
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apart from these sudden non-uniformities, the
otherv¡ise uniform doping l-evel would indicate that this
cloping occurs by the trapping of the dopant ions a-s the

Hov¡ever',

crystal grows.
fn crucibles containing high Rh d.oping there rvas a
great cìeal of nucleation proclucing many small highly
terraced crystals. The terracing effect is a domina.nt
fea.tu.re of more highly doped crystals and is probably
causecl by to rapid a nu.cleaiion of new growth layers.
Also, in the more heavily doped crystals there appear lots
of voids between growth layers. This indicates that a
¡s11r growth nucleated and grew faster than one u.nderneath
resulting in the void.
The crysta-ls show no twinning after crystal gron'th.
Subsequently anneai-ing did produce what appears to be
(ffO) twins along the growth }ayers à illu.strated in
Fig. 28(a). This would indicate that there exists shear
straj.ns between grolth layers which is relieved on
anneali-ng by the creation of these lines of (ffo) twins.
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VI

.

Conel r:s i on.

A. The Domain Sti:ucture.
I t a-ppears that spontaneous magnetostric'l, j-on and
its coupling to local strains ciue to crystal defects pla¡r
a dominant role in the domain properties of hena-tite.
Icleally, the prefe::red domain strltcture is a stripe or
slab structu.re with tBOo domain r,valls. In bt¡.tlç crystals
the ma.¿5netoel-astic effects in wel.l annealed good quality
crystal-s appear to al-lov¡ the lBOo domains to remain and
only cause varjations of the direction of the ma.gnetjza.tion
still retaini.ng lBOo r^¿al l.s" Jn thin sections on the other
hand magnetostatic effects are not sufficient 'bo a.lways
stabiljze a l-BOo dornain structure resulting jn the
of CN-domains with 2Q clonaj.n v,¡alls r¡¡here Ó
varies and in many cases goes to zero. Thq inter.esting
feature of non-1800 walls is their ori-entation of -260
to the ba.sal pla-ne. liiagnetoe]astic cou.plin"g to the
growth stru.cture in bulk (ffO) surfaces appea.rs to resu.l-t
appea.r;ìnce

in variation of magnetization direction resulting in the
appearance of walls j n the same pl-a"nes as CN-ciomai.n v,¡alf s.
D
Uo

The l'1ori,n Trans iti on.

The

l\1orin transition occurs by the cr¡rstal forming
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an AF and

WF phase

separateci by a bou.ndar¡r which foll-otvs

the grovrth structure of the crl/sta:ì and, with changinq
tempera.ture, the bouncla.ry mo\res frorn one grovlth la'r¡erbo
the next. This effect is cJ-early related to shift of Tr"
caused by impurity ions which varies r.^¿ith grovrbh 1a¡rs¡
as the crystal grows.
. Thq Ph)¡s ical- Chara.cteristics of Hematite Cr''¡stal s,
Hematite grovrs from the flux rvi.th a (lfo) nanit of
su.ccessive ( f f O) plateIets, This growth structure ancl
the manner in vrhich i.mpur:ity ions are ta.ken into the La.t-blce
has signif icant consequences for the l'{orjn transition and
C

the

cioma-in

structure.

D. Suegestl.ons for Furthe:: Exneriments.
It woul-d be interesting to compare the domain and
I'iorin transition p::operties of s¡rnthetic hematite with
crysta-1-s of a different g:r:owth habitrsuch as (tlf ¡' wíth
the present resul.ts. This would then gii'e a direct
confirma-bion of many of the present explanations pu.t
f orv,'ard.

Further anal)¡si s of the ef fect of dopant densit¡r
on T¡', cou.l.cl be carriecl out to prodttce a ¡çoocì model- for
thj.s eff ect " X-r'a.y diffraction anal)¡sis v¡ith Co

131

characteristic x-rays would allow the la.ttice distortion
to be more adequ.ately analysed. 1ìy also loohing at a
few other suitable dopants, a safisfactory model miqht
be obtained

o

Further l{össbauer experiments, v¡ith more carefu.l1¡r
thou.ght out geometry, might allov¡ a conclusive
determination of the orientation of the spin axis. This
might then allow the controversi/' overtPto r'u settred'
i,'ina1ly, further doma.in experiments on simil-ar
wea.kJ-y canted single crystals woul-d be interesting in
orcler to show u.p any prope¡ties which a.re of importance
to domain formation in systems r'¡ith only very weak moments

"
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